DISCOVER
FOUR SEASONS HOTELS AND RESORTS
WHO WE ARE

We have chosen to specialise within the hospitality industry, by offering only experiences of exceptional quality. Our objective is to be recognised as the company that manages the finest hotels, resorts and residence clubs wherever we operate. We create properties of enduring value using superior design and finishes, and support them with a deeply instilled ethic of personal service. Doing so allows Four Seasons to satisfy the needs and tastes of our discriminating customers, and to maintain our position as the world’s premier luxury hospitality company.

WHAT WE BELIEVE

Our greatest asset, and the key to our success, is our people. We believe that each of us needs a sense of dignity, pride and satisfaction in what we do. Because we believe our guests depend on the united efforts of many, we are most effective when we work together cooperatively, respecting each other’s contribution and importance.

HOW WE SUCCEED

We succeed when every decision is based on a clear understanding of and belief in what we do and when we couple this conviction with sound financial planning. We expect to achieve a fair and reasonable profit to ensure the prosperity of the company, and to offer long-term benefits to our customers, our employees, our hotel owners and our shareholders.

Our company culture is based on a single basic principle, the Golden Rule – to treat others as you wish to be treated yourself. It’s a universal value, practised in every country, culture and religion. In fact, it’s the universality of the Golden Rule that gives Four Seasons culture its emotional power. Over more than 50 years in business, it has been the ethic that underlies every interaction with our guests, with our business partners and with each other. It is a way of life common to every Four Seasons employee, and will ensure our success in the next 50 years.

Isadore Sharp
Founder and Chairman
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At Four Seasons, our strategy has always been to open in the places you need to travel for business or want to visit for leisure. With an unprecedented commitment to innovation, we’re constantly dreaming up new ways to make each stay memorable. As we continue to dot the globe with new and exceptional Four Seasons properties, we invite you to discover new destinations and enriching ways to explore them.

Our Four Seasons directory will give you a glimpse into what makes each Four Seasons hotel or resort unique. Inside, you’ll find brief stories that profile the special qualities of each destination. They add up to a rich message about the unique diversity you will enjoy with Four Seasons worldwide. Of course, what will bring these stories to life is our dedicated team of employees. They are the embodiment of both their local culture and our company culture, and are your best guides for a truly authentic experience. We look forward to welcoming you to Four Seasons soon.

“And wonderful, too, that Four Seasons was voted the best luxury hotel chain. Yes, yes! Indeed it is, for service, for kindness, for location, location and location, for no problems ever, for fun, for constantly improving. I hope we haven’t run out of angels and trumpets because I adore Sharp, creator of Four Seasons, deserves the loudest anthem of them all.”

The Daily Telegraph (U.K.)
SERVICE . . .
A company is only as great as its people, and we rely on a global team of talented and dedicated employees to consistently deliver experiences of exceptional quality. They work around the clock – offering 24-hour concierge, laundry and room service; twice-daily housekeeping; round-trip airport transfers, and more – to ensure you feel at home. By satisfying the needs and tastes of our guests, we maintain our position as the world’s premier luxury hospitality company.

HERITAGE
The story of Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts begins in 1961, with the opening of our first hotel in Toronto. Isadore Sharp’s vision was to create a hotel experience that focused solely on the guest, offering a more personal style of service. For more than 50 years, we have continued on this journey of constant innovation, expansion and dedication to the highest of standards, transforming the hospitality industry and redefining luxury for the modern traveller.

. . . IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
Download the Four Seasons App and enjoy Four Seasons service at your fingertips. With the App, you can:
- Check in and out with ease
- Order in-room dining and make restaurant reservations
- Enhance your stay with customised hotel services
- Discover local travel tips – and more
SLEEP
Excell lent service and a great night’s sleep have always been synonymous with Four Seasons, and we have long been known for our signature beds. We understand that good sleep leads to vitality and wellness – and that it all starts with a luxuriously comfortable mattress. The newest innovation in our iconic sleep experience is the world’s first fully customisable hotel bed. A choice of three different levels of firmness, along with a variety of pillows and bedside amenities, promises personalised comfort and excellent sleep for each guest during every Four Seasons stay. www.fourseasonsmagazine.com/signaturesleep

EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCES
Discover the possibilities with a collection of experiences that offer exclusive access to the world’s most captivating people and places. From private five-star dinners in Europe’s most beautiful landmarks to bespoke extreme travel excursions to behind-the-scenes tours of where luxury is made, we are reaching beyond our walls to offer authentic local adventures that reflect the unique character of each destination. www.fourseasons.com/extraordinaryexperiences
INNOVATION

We take our legendary service to the skies with the hotel industry’s first fully branded jet. When you explore the world in luxurious style with the Four Seasons Private Jet Experience, exclusive itineraries take you to the world’s most fascinating destinations – secluded islands, urban centres alive with culture, and everywhere in between – so you can enjoy a lifetime’s worth of adventure in one unforgettable voyage. Travel in spacious comfort and arrive to deluxe Four Seasons accommodations at each stop, where dedicated travel experts ensure that you experience the very best each destination has to offer. www.fourseasons.com/jet
ATLANTA

Could Four Seasons Atlanta be the most child-friendly hotel in town? We’ve tailored loads of on-site amenities for keeping young ones entertained, from a living produce farm with two honeybee hives to child-size bathrobes and bedtime cookies. We even sought the input of the younger set in developing the children’s menu at Park 75.

Younger guests can look forward to a swimming pool, whirlpool, fitness center, and room service. A special kids menu offers selections such as “Ants on a Log” and Chicken and Stars Soup. Just beyond the hotel property, the Georgia Aquarium (fabled the world’s largest) mesmerizes with exotic whale sharks and beluga whales, while CNN Studio tours and the World of Coca-Cola museum are big draws for local families. Our Concierge is happy to assist with tickets and transportation, and children 18 years old and under always share their parents’ room at no extra charge.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL ATLANTA

75 Fourteenth Street NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30309, U.S.A.
Tel: 1 (404) 881-9898 / Fax: 1 (404) 873-4602
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International: 25 min.

www.fourseasons.com/atlanta
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelAtlanta
twitter.com/FSAtlanta
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THE AMERICAS
AVIARA
NORTH SAN DIEGO

What happens when a family has a large and stress-free getaway place of its own, for any length of stay? When it’s a Residence Rental at Aviara, parents and children discover that their spacious surroundings of laid-back luxury bring ultimate relaxation and an abundance of memories. Your generous unit has room for every family member to unwind in his or her own comfort zone – and for everyone (including pets) to enjoy togetherness. The lush tropical views are wide and welcoming under sunny skies, inviting you to venture to the gardens, the golf course and the fitness centre. And beyond, too – where choosing from an abundance of attractions may be your greatest challenge. With theme parks and LEGOLAND, the zoo, and San Diego’s many other must-do activities, plus coming home to thoughtful Four Seasons service, this is the ultimate family vacation.
BALTIMORE

The Inner Harbor of 1812 was hardly an inviting destination with a barricade of sunken American ships, British naval ships pounding Fort McHenry, and enemy troops advancing on Baltimore. But today’s Inner Harbor offers exquisite dining and nightlife—and, steeped in history, is a wonder to explore. Tour the last and largest all-sail ship built by the U.S. Navy, the only ship afloat that fought back in the attack on Pearl Harbor, the submarine that sank the last two Japanese warships in World War II, and other fascinating ships. Or set sail yourself—rent a kayak, schooner or yacht. Enjoy a dinner cruise, a swashbuckling voyage on a pirate clipper ship, or an afternoon on a paddle steamer. Our Concierge can help you plan sightseeing adventures of suitably historic proportions.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL BALTIMORE

200 International Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21202, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (410) 576-5800 / Fax: 1 (410) 223-1479
Baltimore/Washington International Airport (BWI): 20 min.

Reservations
Tel.: 1 (410) 576-5800 / Fax: 1 (410) 223-1479
E-mail: reservations.baltimore@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/baltimore
Facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelBaltimore
Twitter.com/FSBaltimore
Instagram.com/FSBaltimore
Originally built in 1946, Casa Medina was the creative vision of artist and architect Santiago Medina Mejia. Salvaging architectural treasures from the colonial convents of San Agustin and Santo Domingo, he brought stone columns, flooring and hand-carved wooden doors to the building he planned as an exclusive enclave of beautifully appointed apartments. Meticulously restored, Four Seasons Hotel Casa Medina Bogotá has been declared a monument of cultural interest by the Colombian Ministry of Culture. Nestled in the heart of Bogotá’s financial district and Zona G, home to the best dining in the city, this historic gem features Spanish colonial accents set off by an eclectic blend of the artisanal and the contemporary, as well as adaptable meeting space to host the most prestigious meetings in the centre of Colombia’s business core.
BOSTON
Why do as the locals do? Because in Boston, locals know the most buzz-worthy culture, shopping and dining is within steps of Four Seasons – and within its walls. The Hotel faces the beautiful Boston Public Garden, home to the world-famous Swan Boat rides. Newbury Street – the Rodeo Drive of the East – and historic Beacon Hill are a stone’s throw away. And the city’s favourite place for dining and drinks is the Hotel’s own Bristol Restaurant and Bar, where locals gather for signature martinis, savoury hand-rolled pastas, dry-aged steaks and Boston’s best burger. The unique flavour of every ingredient is where it all begins. At Four Seasons Hotel Boston, following the locals is an inviting and mouthwatering plan.

BUENOS AIRES
A Beaux Arts landmark – one of Argentina’s finest – La Mansión affords a rare opportunity to inhabit a historic Buenos Aires love story. The masterpiece was a wedding gift from Félix de Álzaga Unzué for his young bride, Elena Peña Unzué. Importing materials by sea at the height of World War I was a significant challenge and expense. Nevertheless, the completed residence was revealed in 1920 in all its glory – including priceless stuccos and Italian marbles. Today La Mansión features seven suites, spacious reception lounges, a spa and a heated outdoor pool. Further enhanced through our multimillion-dollar restoration, the Tower offers 158 rooms and suites. Nothing less would do for the beloved of a dashing heir to a vast ranching fortune – or for guests of Four Seasons Hotel Buenos Aires.
CHICAGO
FOUR SEASONS HOTEL CHICAGO
Discover this vibrant and energetic urban retreat, steps from Michigan Avenue shopping and dining. Occupying floors 30 through 46 of one of Chicago's tallest skyscrapers, each of the 345 guest rooms and suites offers dramatic Lake Michigan and skyline views. Explore the bold collection of modern art in the chic lobby, and delight in creative and contemporary farm-to-table fare at Allium Restaurant and Bar. Refresh at the acclaimed Spa & Fitness Center at Four Seasons Hotel Chicago with a full-body treatment, and enjoy a relaxing sauna or plunge into the scenic skylight swimming pool. The Kids Clubroom, Ice Cream Man, Martin Man and other unexpected amenities make this hotel an ideal destination for families and couples alike.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL CHICAGO
120 East Delaware Place, Chicago, Illinois 60611-1428, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (312) 280-8800 / Fax: 1 (312) 280-1744
✈ O’Hare International: 45 min. / ✈ Midway: 30 min.
Reservations:
Tel.: 1 (312) 280-8400 / Fax: 1 (312) 280-1748
E-mail: res.chicago@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/chicagofs
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelChicago
twitter.com/FSChicago
instagram.com/fschicago

COSTA RICA
AT PENINSULA PAPAGAYO
Lush rain forest meets golden, sandy beaches at Four Seasons Resort Costa Rica at Peninsula Papagayo. Tree house canopy suites’ walls-size sliding glass doors offer sweeping views of the jungle – you’ll likely spot howler monkeys and blue morpho butterflies – speckled with glimpses of the property’s two pristine beaches. Take advantage of dusk’s vibrant display on a sunset hike or catamaran cruise. Hit the links at the Amirat Palmer par-72 golf course, ranked among the ‘Best 100 Courses Outside the United States’ by Golf Digest. And after a day of surfing, zip lining through the canopy, or lounging in your private cabana by the pool, indulge in one of the Resort’s four restaurants and three bars. From a fully screened outdoor terrace or indoor dining room, you’ll savor Italian fare and seafood specialties featuring fresh, locally sourced ingredients.

FOUR SEASONS RESORT COSTA RICA AT PENINSULA PAPAGAYO
Peninsula Papagayo, Guanacaste, Costa Rica
Tel.: (506) 2696-0000 / Fax: (506) 2696-0010
✈ Daniel Oduber International, Liberia: 30 min. (by air, to Daniel Oduber International, Liberia Airport)
✈ San Jose International: 40 min. (by air, to Daniel Oduber International, Liberia Airport)
Reservations:
Tel.: (506) 2696-0098
E-mail: res.costarica@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/costarica
facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortCostaRica
twitter.com/FSCostaRica
instagram.com/fscostarica/
There are many ways to say “welcome.” Here at Four Seasons, your welcome is Texas-warm and wide. Your arrival ushers in a sophisticated, active resort experience of outstanding leisure and sport facilities matched by advanced business services. Indulge in your favourite activities, or sample something yet untried: We offer racquetball, squash, basketball, tennis, swimming, anti-gravity yoga, wellness services and more. Put your skills – and your best golf clubs – to the test at TPC Four Seasons Las Colinas, where every year PGA players compete in the AT&T Byron Nelson. When it’s time to give competition a rest, stroll The Hall of Champions exhibit of Byron Nelson trophies and memorabilia, or slip into welcome relaxation at our Well & Being Spa.

FOUR SEASONS RESORT AND CLUB DALLAS AT LAS COLINAS
4150 North MacArthur Boulevard Irving, Texas 75038, U.S.A.
Tel.: (1) (972) 717-0700 / Fax: (1) (972) 717-2650
Dallas/Fort Worth International: 15 min.
Dallas Love Field: 20 min.

Reservations
Tel.: (1) (972) 717-2492 / Fax: (1) (972) 717-2487
E-mail: res.dallas@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/dallas
Facebook: Four Seasons Resort Dallas
Twitter: @FSDallas

DALLAS
AT LAS COLINAS

For centuries, local Native American tribes have celebrated the healing power of Colorado’s waters with offerings for the Spirits in the form of beads, clothing and talismans. Today, people come from all over the world to experience our remarkable Rocky Mountain waters. What brings such healing energy to the source of our mountain streams? Ancient alchemists described it as “the container of the light of life.” We know this elixir as Ormus. Made up of elements from precious metals, it encourages communication between spirit and substance — and infuses our signature high-altitude gemstone Ormus ritual. This three-hour treatment begins inside the inner sanctum of the spa with a therapeutical soak in Ormus salt water, and concludes with a 90-minute Ormus revitalizing oil massage. Let Ormus-enriched water and oils carry energy to every tissue in your body — no offerings for the Spirits necessary.

DENVER

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL DENVER
1111 14th Street, Denver, Colorado 80202, U.S.A.
Tel.: (1) (303) 389-3000 / Fax: (1) (303) 389-3009
Denver International Airport: 35 min.

Reservations
Tel.: (1) (303) 389-3000 / Fax: (1) (303) 389-3009
E-mail: res.denver@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/denver
Facebook: Four Seasons Hotel Denver
Twitter: @FSDenver
Instagram: fsdenver
Twenty-five years ago, Waiaakuhi Pond on our southwestern edge was overgrown with weeds and mangrove forest. Reclaiming Waiaakuhi was the first piece in our initiative to establish cultural and ecological balance on the Resort's grounds. The delicate, time-consuming process included fringing native grasses along the pond's perimeter, building islands to protect nesting birds and stocking channels with indigenous fish.

Today, the pond is home to a thriving community of awa, 'ama'ama, moi, and 'opae 'ula, as well as the endangered ae'o, a native Hawaiian bird. And it’s not the only rich wildlife habitat to explore here. In King's Pond oceanside “aquarium,” thousands of tropical fish, including a spotted eagle ray, swim freely with guests. Our own bellmen — skilled fishermen all — have enhanced the mix by gathering blue trevally, leatherskin jacks, bird wrasses and the humuhumunukunukuapua’a, our state fish.
Lāna‘i was once one of the world’s largest pineapple plantations. Today, with just over 3,000 residents, Lāna‘i remains the Hawai‘i of yesterday—unspoiled, unhurried and unquelled. No stop lights, traffic or fast-food restaurants can be found here. Instead, you will find serenity, tradition and history; at one with excitement, adventure and discovery. Experience the unmatched diversity of activities that can be offered only by your own 90,000-acre island—champion golf, horseback riding, hiking, exploring and other off-road adventures. In addition, enjoy top-rated ocean sports, including snorkelling, scuba diving, whale watching or beachcombing on some of Hawaii’s most pristine beaches. Or you may simply prefer to be pampered in our world-class spa. The options are limitless; the choice is yours.

Along with a quintessential Hawaiian beach experience and the greens at Manele Golf Course, try a UTV or horseback ride along the lush upcountry trails near Lāna‘i City. Hike the forested hills of the Kihei highlands or head up to the Munro Trail. Explore Dole Park, shopping, dining and see how little has changed in the small plantation town of Lāna‘i City. Enjoy the Culture and Heritage Center, a charming community museum offering visitors an opportunity to learn about Lāna‘i’s unique Hawaiian history.

HAWAII LĀNA‘I

LĀNA‘I, THE LODGE AT KOELE

Along with a quintessential Hawaiian beach experience and the greens at Manele Golf Course, try a UTV or horseback ride along the lush upcountry trails near Lāna‘i City. Hike the forested hills of the Kihei highlands or head up to the Munro Trail. Explore Dole Park, shopping, dining and see how little has changed in the small plantation town of Lāna‘i City. Enjoy the Culture and Heritage Center, a charming community museum offering visitors an opportunity to learn about Lāna‘i’s unique Hawaiian history.
HAWAII
MAUI

Gigantic ceramic heads glazed with bold stripes? Welcome to Jun Kaneko’s formidable guardians of our art museum, heralds of a unique Hawaiian experience. Our collection — described by curator Julie Klein as “subliminally edgy” — features works by Hawaii-influenced artists who subversively and passionately depict the history and culture of Hawaii. Let artists’ voices guide you via a free podcast set to a soundtrack by Grammy award winner Keali‘I Reichel. Discover Bobbi Bennett’s muted waterfall photos and Mary Mitsuda’s avant garde mash-up of comics, letters, maps and movie strips. Hear the thoughts of painter Brian Isobe, wood artist Ron Kent and conceptual artist Ka‘ili Chun, among others. While the Resort’s collection is open to the public, some pieces receive a more private viewing. Hanging in a guest suite is Kloe Kang’s painting Wayfinder — a metaphorically rich reminder that the unexpected awaits in Hawaii.

FULL-SERVICE SPA
AND FITNESS CENTRE

THREE AWARD-WINNING
RESTAURANTS

THREE CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF
COURSES WITH PREFERRED TEE
TIMES

THREE POOLS, INCLUDING
ADULTS-ONLY SERENITY POOL

DISTINCTIVE BOUTIQUE
SHOPPING

WAILEA BEACH

FOUR SEASONS RESORT MAUI AT WAILEA
3900 Wailea Alanui Drive
Wailea, Maui, Hawaii 96753, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (808) 874-8000 / Fax: 1 (808) 874-2244
Kahului: 35 min.

Reservations
Toll-Free in Canada / U.S.A.: 1 (800) 334-MAUI
Fax: 1 (808) 874-2222
E-mail: res.maui@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/maui
Facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortMaui
Twitter.com/FSMaui
Instagram.com/FSMaui
FOUR SEASONS RESORT O‘AHU AT KO OLINA
92-1001 Olani Street, Kapolei, Hawaii 96707, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (808) 679-0079 (active in April 2016)
Fax: 1 (808) 679-0294
✈ Honolulu International: 30 min.
Reservations
E-mail: reservations.oahu@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/oahu
facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortOahu
twitter.com/FSOahu
instagram.com/FSOahu
OPENING MID 2016
WATER SPORTS AVAILABLE
RIGHT OFF THE PRIVATE BEACH
CLASSIC HAWAIIAN STYLE
INDOOR AND OUTDOOR SPA TREATMENTS
60 GUEST SUITES AND BARS FEATURING LOCAL CONCEPTS
54 GUEST ROOMS OFFERING A PERSONAL SANCTUARY BY THE OCEAN

HAWAII
O‘AHU AT KO OLINA
Located on O‘ahu’s sun-drenched, western Leeward Coast, on an expansive white-sand beach, Four Seasons Resort O‘ahu at Ko Olina offers an authentic Hawaiian experience rooted in rich cultural tradition. Conveniently close to the excitement of Honolulu and iconic Waikiki Beach, the Resort is O‘ahu’s ultimate destination, a natural playground featuring some of Hawaii’s most culturally significant sites, lagoons teeming with marine life and private beaches for swimming and water sports. Explore world-class restaurants and sunset lounges, and splash in lively pools and lagoons in this restorative and peaceful destination.
Play golf or tennis at the exclusive Ko Olina Golf Club, then relax in the spa and wellness centre. Discover your “place of joy” – the true meaning of Ko Olina – at this Hawaiian paradise.

HOUSTON
Who says a downtown business hotel can’t feel like a resort? The $4 million Four Seasons Hotel Houston pool is downtown’s only outdoor, resort-style escape. On the Hotel’s fourth level, the 65-foot oval plunge is lined with live oak, palm trees and other subtropical plants that thrive in Houston’s balmy climate. Brazilian ipê wood decking and Turkish travertine tile add to the experience, along with cabana-style patios and a soothing water wall. Attentive poolside service, from arranging your chaise to offering suntan lotion and fresh fruit, highlights the luxurious setting, making your sun-dappled leisure time an escape from daily cares. Access a full menu of “spa tapas” treatments – a mango mini massage or a coconut scalp soothie – to bring blissful indulgence to the comfort of your own cabana.
LAS VEGAS

There's a certain rush that comes of staying in an elegant Five Diamond gem so close to the Las Vegas excitement. Enjoy instant access to the vibrant entertainment of the Strip's endless shows, music and culinary adventures, just steps from your guest room within our resort-like hotel in the Mandalay Bay complex. Each of our 424 guest rooms is a glamorous setting in which to prepare for evenings on the town – or for off-site excursions to the desert, an otherworldly paradise of ruby-red rocks and sand-blasted canyons. Our Concierge can help you arrange a hike through the Valley of Fire or mountain biking through Red Rock Canyon. Balance activity with relaxation – unwind in the blissful comfort of your room or the spa. Our signature spa treatments incorporate the desert's bounty in transporting indulgences, including warm stones and cactus oil for massage treatments.

FOUR SEASONS RESORT AND RESIDENCES JACKSON HOLE

7680 Granite Loop Road, P.O. Box 544
Teton Village, Wyoming 83024, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (307) 732-5000 / Fax: 1 (307) 732-5001
Jackson Hole: 25 min.
Jabob Falls: 1 hr. 35 min.
Reservations
Toll-free in Canada / U.S.A.: 1 (800) 295-5281
E-mail: res.jacksonhole@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/jacksonhole
facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortJacksonHole
@FSJacksonHole

JACKSON HOLE

When it comes to variety in a vacation getaway, it's hard to beat Jackson Hole. In fact you might say the Resort is two destinations in one. In winter, you'll enjoy some of the best skiing in the world. We offer ski lessons and terrain for all levels, and special programs for kids. Looking for new experiences? This is the perfect place at which to enjoy activities you've always wanted to try. Go dog sledding, take a sleigh ride in the National Elk Refuge, snowshoe, cross-country ski, tube and snowmobile. In warmer weather, when the valley comes alive with lush foliage, enjoy hiking, stargazing, mountain biking, horseback riding, rafting, wildlife safaris and fly fishing. Set out with a professional guide on a beautifully handcrafted wooden boat. Standing on the boat, afloat on a picturesque river, cast your line and feel your cares evaporate.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL LAS VEGAS

3060 Las Vegas Boulevard South
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109, USA
Tel.: 1 (702) 632-5000 / Fax: 1 (702) 632-5195
McCarran International: 15 min.
Reservations
Toll-free in Canada / U.S.A.: 1 (877) 632-5000
E-mail: res.lasvegas@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/lasvegas
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelLasVegas
twitter.com/FSLasVegas
Glorious – there is no better word to describe Los Angeles weather. Our hotel takes full advantage of LA’s best asset, placing you in the midst of sunny splendour and the lush plant life that flourishes here. Each of our guest rooms features French doors that open to a step-out balcony, with views of LA or Beverly Hills. Succulents and citrus groves shade the hotel grounds, with the Wetherly Garden’s central lawn a focal point. At Culina restaurant, the best seats in the house are on the outdoor patio, with its floating fire and wall of live succulents. And the terrace at Windows lounge boasts two wrought-iron cabanas, new orange trees and bougainvillea. Even our fitness centre is open-air. Whether you’re on the treadmill or the yoga mat, you’ll enjoy a refreshing breeze.
EXPLORE LOS ANGELES FROM THE OUTSIDE IN, FROM THE FRESH PERSPECTIVE OF FOUR SEASONS HOTEL WESTLAKE VILLAGE. THIS SUNNY, VERDANT GETAWAY GIVES YOU LA'S BEST, WITHOUT THE CONGESTION OF THE CITY. MUSEUMS, HOLLYWOOD AND THEME PARKS ARE EASILY ACCESSIBLE. AND BEACHES, THE SANTA MONICA MOUNTAINS, AND OUTDOOR SPORTS LIKE GOLF, HIKING AND BIKING ARE BREATHTAKINGLY CLOSE. IN WESTLAKE VILLAGE, YOU’RE A STROLL ACROSS LANDSCAPED GROUNDS FROM THE WORLD’S LARGEST FOUR SEASONS SPA – ONE OF THE BEST IN AMERICA, ACCORDING TO CONDÉ NAST TRAVELER. NOURISH YOUR SKIN WITH A LAVENDER MILK AND HONEY COCKTAIL, THEN FINE-TUNE YOUR OWN NUTRITION WITH A COACH AT THE HOTEL’S IN-HOUSE WELLNESS CENTER. INDULGE IN THE FARMER’S MARKET WEEKEND BREAKFAST AFTER A LONG, RESTFUL SLEEP, THEN FEED FAMILY FEELING WITH A GAME OF HORSESHOES ON OUR LAWNS. AH, FRESH AIR!

LOS ANGELES AREA
WESTLAKE VILLAGE

Explore Los Angeles from the outside in, from the fresh perspective of Four Seasons Hotel Westlake Village. This sunny, verdant getaway gives you LA’s best, without the congestion of the city. Museums, Hollywood and theme parks are easily accessible. And beaches, the Santa Monica mountains, and outdoor sports like golf, hiking and biking are breathtakingly close. In Westlake Village, you’re a stroll across landscaped grounds from the world’s largest Four Seasons Spa – one of the best in America, according to Conde Nast Traveller. Nourish your skin with a lavender milk and honey cocoon, then fine-tune your own nutrition with a coach at the Hotel’s in-house Wellness Center. Indulge in the Farmer’s Market weekend breakfast after a long, restful sleep, then feed family feeling with a game of horseshoes on our lawns. Ah, fresh air!
MIAMI

Besides its beaches, ocean, untamed Everglades and Art Deco buildings, Miami is receiving acclaim for what’s indoors: art. Nowhere is this clearer than at Four Seasons Hotel Miami, which began collecting art a decade ago. In its lobby, two towering, bronze statues welcome you to Florida’s tallest building. The Colombian-born sculptor Fernando Botero is one of 40 Miami and Latin American artists – true to the city’s Latin rhythms – whose works are found throughout the Hotel. From renowned Venezuelan painter and installation artist Jesus Rafael Soto or Cuban multimedia artist Jose Bedia, to edgy up-and-comers such as Daniel Arsham, Tao Rey and Bhakti Baxter, we would be delighted to arrange an introduction should you wish to commission a work. Or perhaps a replica, in chocolate, of Botero’s Seated Woman might appeal to your taste buds?

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL MIAMI

1435 Brickell Avenue, Miami, Florida 33131, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (305) 358-3535 / Fax: 1 (305) 381-7758
Miami International: 20 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 1 (305) 381-3381
E-mail: reservations.mia@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/miami
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelMiami
twitter.com/FSMiami
Instagram.com/FSMiami

MÉXICO, D.F.

A tranquil refuge from Mexico City’s energetic pace, the courtyard of Four Seasons Hotel México, D.F., was inspired by nearby Chapultepec Castle, a former presidential palace and sacred Aztec site. Located on Paseo de la Reforma, the Hotel is ideally located near the main business, shopping and residential areas in the city, as well as the Anthropology Museum. The best way to take it in? From a patio seat outdoors at Reforma 500 restaurant and Fifty MI5 – perhaps over unlimited Moët & Chandon bubbly at our signature Champagne Brunch, a Sunday institution. Or as many guest rooms and suites overlook the courtyard, simply open your window and enjoy the peace.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL MÉXICO, D.F.

Paseo de la Reforma #500
Colonia Juárez, Mexico, D.F. 06600
Tel.: 52 (55) 5230-1818 / Fax: 52 (55) 5230-1808
✈ Benito Juárez International: 30 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 52 (55) 5230-1809 / Fax: 52 (55) 5230-1808
E-mail: res.mexicodf@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/mexico
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelMexico
twitter.com/FSMexico

EDGE STEAK & BAR

BAHIA OUTDOOR RESTAURANT

2-ACRE POOL TERRACE

FITNESS CENTRE AND SPA

ART COLLECTION IN THE PUBLIC AREAS

MULTILINGUAL CONCIERGE STAFF

LOCATED IN THE HEART OF MEXICO CITY

SEE RESIDENCES SECTION
NEVIS
WEST INDIES

Discover the Caribbean as it was meant to be... where authenticity meets unforgettable excursions. Take adventure travel to a new level with Dive & Dine. A Nevisian dive master and a Four Seasons Resorts Nevis chef (a certified diver) will guide guests to a “secret” dive spot, home of Caribbean spiny lobsters. Underwater, guests lasso their own lobster. The activity is so popular, it was featured on the Travel Channel as one of the Caribbean’s Hottest Escapes. Guests then bring their lobsters back for a Resort beach barbecue, where they enjoy a lesson in grilling their own “catch of the day” and learn to make a glaze using peak-season local ingredients. Afterwards, experience the acclaimed antioxidant benefits of tea with a ritual from the new THÉMAÉ spa menu, found only in the Caribbean at Four Seasons Resort Nevis.

FOUR SEASONS RESORT NEVIS, WEST INDIES
P.O. Box 558, Pinney’s Beach, Charlestown, Nevis West Indies, Caribbean
Tel.: 1 (869) 469-1111 / Fax: 1 (869) 469-1112
Reservations
Tel.: 1 (800) 441-1414 / Fax: 1 (869) 469-1085
E-mail: res.nevis@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/nevis
facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortNevis
twitter.com/FSNevis
instagram.com/fsnevis

NEW YORK

Although opened in 1999, I.M. Pei’s Four Seasons Hotel New York qualified at the time for the list of great unfinished works, alongside Leonardo’s ‘Kubla Khan.’ Budget didn’t permit the opulent penthouse Pei envisioned for his 52-storey, limestone-clad tower. That changed when Ty Warner purchased the Hotel in 1999. Pei came out of retirement to create, in collaboration with acclaimed designer Peter Marino, the crown jewel of New York’s tallest Midtown luxury hotel. As much a suite as a multilayered work of art, the Ty Warner Penthouse offers spacious rooms, with cantilevered glass balconies and floor-to-ceiling, 360-degree views of Manhattan. Today, the Hotel bears the distinction of being I.M. Pei’s only complete (and, much to his satisfaction, fully completed) project in the western hemisphere.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL NEW YORK
57 East 57th Street, New York, New York 10022, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (212) 758-5700 / Fax: 1 (212) 758-5711
✈ LaGuardia: 30 min. / JFK International: 45 min.
Reservations
Toll-free in Canada / U.S.A.: 1 (800) 487-3769
Fax: 1 (212) 758-5711
E-mail: res.newyork@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/newyork
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelNewYork
twitter.com/FourSeasonsNY
instagram.com/fsnewyork

ARCHITECTURAL ICON
POWERFUL ADDRESS
OVERSIZED GUEST ROOMS
VISIONARY INTERIOR DESIGNS
ART DECO–STYLE TY BAR
FIFTY7 SOCIAL EVENT SPACE
MEETING SPACE PERFECTLY APPOINTED
L. RAPHAEL BEAUTY SPA

COMPLIMENTARY NON-MOTORISED WATER SPORTS
SHAVA BEACH
EXTRAORDINARY TRAVEL EXPERIENCE
REJUVENATING SPA
SEASIDE DINING
CARIBBEAN-STYLE BEACH HUTS
CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF COURSE
SEE RESIDENCES SECTION

ARCHITECTURAL ICON
POWERFUL ADDRESS
OVERSIZED GUEST ROOMS
VISIONARY INTERIOR DESIGNS
ART DECO–STYLE TY BAR
FIFTY7 SOCIAL EVENT SPACE
MEETING SPACE PERFECTLY APPOINTED
L. RAPHAEL BEAUTY SPA

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL NEW YORK
57 East 57th Street, New York, New York 10022, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (212) 758-5700 / Fax: 1 (212) 758-5711
✈ LaGuardia: 30 min. / JFK International: 45 min.
Reservations
Toll-free in Canada / U.S.A.: 1 (800) 487-3769
Fax: 1 (212) 758-5711
E-mail: res.newyork@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/newyork
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelNewYork
twitter.com/FourSeasonsNY
instagram.com/fsnewyork
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FOUR SEASONS HOTEL NEW YORK
57 East 57th Street, New York, New York 10022, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (212) 758-5700 / Fax: 1 (212) 758-5711
✈ LaGuardia: 30 min. / JFK International: 45 min.
Reservations
Toll-free in Canada / U.S.A.: 1 (800) 487-3769
Fax: 1 (212) 758-5711
E-mail: res.newyork@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/newyork
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelNewYork
twitter.com/FourSeasonsNY
instagram.com/fsnewyork

ARCHITECTURAL ICON
POWERFUL ADDRESS
OVERSIZED GUEST ROOMS
VISIONARY INTERIOR DESIGNS
ART DECO–STYLE TY BAR
FIFTY7 SOCIAL EVENT SPACE
MEETING SPACE PERFECTLY APPOINTED
L. RAPHAEL BEAUTY SPA

NEW YORK

Although opened in 1999, I.M. Pei’s Four Seasons Hotel New York qualified at the time for the list of great unfinished works, alongside Leonardo’s ‘Kubla Khan.’ Budget didn’t permit the opulent penthouse Pei envisioned for his 52-storey, limestone-clad tower. That changed when Ty Warner purchased the Hotel in 1999. Pei came out of retirement to create, in collaboration with acclaimed designer Peter Marino, the crown jewel of New York’s tallest Midtown luxury hotel. As much a suite as a multilayered work of art, the Ty Warner Penthouse offers spacious rooms, with cantilevered glass balconies and floor-to-ceiling, 360-degree views of Manhattan. Today, the Hotel bears the distinction of being I.M. Pei’s only complete (and, much to his satisfaction, fully completed) project in the western hemisphere.
NEW YORK
DOWNTOWN
Welcome to New York, the city of dreams. In South Tribeca, a block from the World Trade Center and a short walk from Wall Street and the scenic waterfront surrounding Lower Manhattan, Four Seasons Hotel New York Downtown captures the vibrant heartbeat of the city. Lower Manhattan is quickly becoming the city’s hottest district, and the Hotel is at the centre of the action. Discover the eclectic shops and neighbourhoods of trendy Tribeca; the upscale boutiques and galleries of Soho; and the heritage streetscapes of Greenwich and the West Village. Explore the nightlife of the hip Meatpacking District, or dine at the unique restaurants of the Lower East Side. Four Seasons Hotel New York Downtown puts you in the heart of the city, celebrating its vitality and adding its silhouette to the world’s most famous skyline.

OPENING MID 2016
VEUX OF ICONIC NEW YORK
STEPS FROM SOME OF THE CITY’S MOST FAMOUS LANDMARKS
SLEEK, TAILORED MEETING SPACES FULL OF NATURAL LIGHT
VISIONARY INTERIOR DESIGNS
FULL-SERVICE SPA
CUT BY WOLFGANG PUCK

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL NEW YORK DOWNTOWN
27 Barclay Street, New York, New York 10007, USA
Tel.: 1 (800) 819-5053
Reservations
Tel.: 1 (800) 819-5053
www.fourseasons.com/newyorkdowntown
Facebook.com/FSNewYorkDowntown
Twitter.com/FSNYDowntown
Instagram.com/FSNYDowntown

NEW YORK
DOWNTOWN

ORLANDO
Experience this destination like never before. Just steps from your room at Four Seasons Resort Orlando at Walt Disney World® Resort is a sprawling 5-acre (2-hectare) water park comprising a winding lazy river, an interactive splash zone, a family pool and two towering water slides, plus a rock-climbing wall, beach volleyball and basketball courts. A main focal point of Explorer Island is The Mansion, home to the Kids for All Seasons programme and outdoor games including bocce ball, table tennis and billiards. Situated in a lakeside oasis surrounded by beautiful woodlands, the Resort feels like a true sanctuary, but its prime location within the gates of Walt Disney World® Resort provides easy access to each can’t-miss Disney Theme Park.

FOUR SEASONS RESORT ORLANDO AT WALT DISNEY WORLD® RESORT
10100 Dream Tree Boulevard
Lake Buena Vista, Florida 32836, USA
Tel.: 1 (407) 313-7777
© Orlando International: 30 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 1 (800) 267-3046
E-mail: res.orlando@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/orlando
Facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortOrlando
Twitter.com/FSOrlando
Instagram.com/fsorlando

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL NEW YORK DOWNTOWN
27 Barclay Street, New York, New York 10007, USA
Tel.: 1 (800) 819-5053
Reservations
Tel.: 1 (800) 819-5053
www.fourseasons.com/newyorkdowntown
Facebook.com/FSNewYorkDowntown
Twitter.com/FSNYDowntown
Instagram.com/FSNYDowntown

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL NEW YORK DOWNTOWN
27 Barclay Street, New York, New York 10007, USA
Tel.: 1 (800) 819-5053
Reservations
Tel.: 1 (800) 819-5053
Facebook.com/FSNewYorkDowntown
Twitter.com/FSNYDowntown
Instagram.com/FSNYDowntown
It's only fitting that Four Seasons Hotel Silicon Valley at East Palo Alto is at the epicentre of high-tech innovation. An environment of scenic beauty and state-of-the-art energy defines one of California’s most vital communities. The Hotel is moments from vibrant downtown Palo Alto and prestigious Stanford University. Immerse yourself in start-up culture, explore renowned Santa Cruz wineries, and catch a game at Levi’s Stadium, the new home of the NFL’s San Francisco 49ers. At Quattro Restaurant, Executive Chef Marco Fossati dishes out comforting Northern Italian dishes with creativity and passion. Whether business or pleasure draws you to Silicon Valley, your inspiration starts here.

PALO ALTO
SILICON VALLEY

PALM BEACH

Watch the sunrise over the Atlantic from Palm Beach Island’s most beautiful, expansive beach – at Four Seasons. Under blue skies, amid swaying palms, beside the gentle surf, when the island’s splendour calls your name, there’s no better response than a bike ride along the Intracoastal Waterway. Four Seasons Resort Palm Beach equips you fully, with our compliments. Coast past the par-3 golf course and magnificent seaside estates, your senses enlivened by crisp ocean air. Absorb the island’s sights and sounds. A local in riding boots reminds you of the polo match this Sunday. A father and son laugh as they fish off the pier. Classic 1960s convertibles leisurely pass by. Luxurious yachts rest calmly along the docks. As you pedal back for your massage in the heavenly Four Seasons Spa, you’ll know – there’s nothing like an escape to Palm Beach.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL SILICON VALLEY AT EAST PALO ALTO
2050 University Avenue, East Palo Alto, California 94303, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (650) 566-1200 / Fax: 1 (650) 566-1221
✈ San Francisco International: 20 min.
✈ Mineta San José International: 16 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 1 (650) 566-1200 / Fax: 1 (650) 566-1221
E-mail: res.siliconvalley@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/siliconvalley
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelPaloAlto
twitter.com/FSPaloAlto
instagram.com/fspaloalto

FOUR SEASONS RESORT PALM BEACH
2800 South Ocean Boulevard
Palm Beach, Florida 33480, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (561) 582-2800 / Fax: 1 (561) 547-1537
✈ Palm Beach International: 15 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 1 (561) 582-2800 / Fax: 1 (561) 547-1537
Toll-free in Canada / U.S.A.: 1 (800) 432-2335
Fax: 1 (561) 547-1537
E-mail: res.palmbeach@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/palmbeach
facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortPalmBeach
twitter.com/FSPalmBeach
instagram.com/fspalmbeach

COMPLIMENTARY BICYCLES
COMPLIMENTARY FITNESS CLASSES
OCEANFRONT DINING AND LOCAL CUISINE
THE QUINTESSENTIAL SPA
WATER SPORTS
PRIVATE BALCONIES ON ALL GUEST ROOMS
SWELL BOUTIQUE

FOUR SEASONS RESORT PALM BEACH
2800 South Ocean Boulevard
Palm Beach, Florida 33480, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (561) 582-2800 / Fax: 1 (561) 547-1537
✈ Palm Beach International: 15 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 1 (561) 582-2800 / Fax: 1 (561) 547-1537
Toll-free in Canada / U.S.A.: 1 (800) 432-2335
Fax: 1 (561) 547-1537
E-mail: res.palmbeach@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/palmbeach
facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortPalmBeach
twitter.com/FSPalmBeach
instagram.com/fspalmbeach
**PUNTA MITA, MEXICO**

Edging the Pacific along Mexico’s Riviera Nayarit, Four Seasons Resort Punta Mita understands water’s ageless allure – and invites all ages to love being above, beside, in or under it. Kids at Kids for All Seasons can learn about local culture, prepare Mexican handcrafts or have fun at a beach piñata party – while their parents enjoy margarita foot treatments in a cabana beside the Tamai adults-only pool. You can dive, snorkel, surf or fish. Downward-dog at a yoga class on a cliff above the waves. Drift on the Resort’s lazy river ride or share a kayak race. Adventurers can explore the Marietas Islands by private Four Seasons yacht. Both Jack Nicklaus–designed golf courses overlook the ocean, and at the Pacifico, the “Tail of the Whale” offers the world’s only natural island green accessible by amphibious golf cart. However you like the water, get ready to make a splash.

**SAN FRANCISCO**

San Francisco starts at Four Seasons, with insider access to the best the city has to offer. If it’s contemporary art, you don’t even need to go (just around the corner) to SFMOMA. Tour the work of more than 40 California artists throughout the Hotel: paintings, sculpture, prints and glass works by noted names such as Katherine Sherwood, Patrick Wilson, Darren Waterston and Anne Appleby. Should any piece inspire you, get the story behind it from our Concierge, or arrange for tours of the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, the de Y oung Museum or Legion of Honor. And when you venture into San Francisco’s many neighbourhoods, an easy stroll from our central location, Four Seasons can arrange a more immersive experience. No matter what kind of connoisseur you are, let your explorations begin here.
SANTA BARBARA

Landscape Manager of Four Seasons Resort The Biltmore Santa Barbara may be Exequiel Grijalva’s official title, but in reality, he is much more. Zeke, as he is affectionately called, has been at the Resort for more than 30 years. He manages a team of 13 full-time gardeners, and tends to every inch of its 22 acres of lush gardens. But his crowning achievement (to date) has been the Resort’s guided botanical tour. Every week, Zeke introduces guests to rare specimens, including a Moreton Bay fig, dating from the 1800s. “Our gardens may be splendid,” says General Manager Karen Earp, “but it’s really Zeke that makes these tours so memorable.” Positive and enthusiastic, Zeke loves sharing his knowledge with guests, and his botanical tours are extremely popular. Book yours early!

SANTA FE

What can two do in Santa Fe? Everything under the sun! Hike together, fish raft white water, mountain-bike, rock-climb, ski, snowshoe – or hot-air balloon. Romance can surge with the adrenaline rush of extreme activities. But you needn’t go to extremes. Explore Santa Fe’s 400 galleries, hand in hand. Enjoy the opera. Or hike leisurely through piñons and ponderosa pines to share a picnic, serenaded by birdsong. Four Seasons even offers a blissful three-hour treatment – Mountain Spirit Initiation, which includes an adobe clay mask and a juniper-sage hot stone massage. After your indigenous Blue Corn and Honey Renewal, toast the stars in each other’s eyes with Champagne and truffles. Perfect for romance – in a cosy casita with a fireplace and mountain view – Four Seasons Resort Rancho Encantado Santa Fe makes it all happen, as if by magic.

FOUR SEASONS RESORT

SANTA BARBARA

1260 Channel Drive
Santa Barbara, California 93108, U.S.A.
Tel.: (805) 969-2261 / Fax: (805) 969-8323
Los Angeles International: 90 min.
Reservation:
Tel.: (805) 989-2261 / Fax: (805) 989-8323
E-mail: res.santabarbara@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/santabarbara
facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortSantaBarbara
twitter.com/FSSantaBarbara

FOUR SEASONS RESORT

RANCHO ENCANTADO SANTA FE

198 State Road 592, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87506, U.S.A.
Tel.: (505) 946-5700 / Fax: (505) 946-5888
Santa Fe Municipal Airport: 20 min.
Albuquerque International Airport: 75 min.
Reservation:
Tel.: (505) 946-5781
E-mail: res.santafe@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/santafe
facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortRanchoEncantadoSantaFe
twitter.com/FSSantaFe

SANTA BARBARA WINE COUNTRY

BUTTERFLY BEACH OUTFITTER OF THE RESORT
THREE OCEANFRONT DINING EXPERIENCES AND CORAL REEF AQUARIUMS IN RABBIT HARE
10000-SQ-FT. SPA
PRIVATE CORAL CASINO BEACH AND CABANA CLUB
HISTORIC SPANISH COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE
22 ACRES OF LUSH GARDENS

CONTEMPORARY, ADOBE-STYLE CASITAS, EACH WITH FIREPLACE AND PRIVATE TERRACE
ECLECTIC HEALING-ARTS SPA
WORLD-CLASS SANTA FE OPERA
SANTA FE FROM MARKET
HOT-AIR BALLOON FLIGHTS NEARBY
SPECTACULAR HIKING TRAILS ADJACENT TO THE RESORT
COUNTRY’S THIRD-LARGEST ART MARKET

SANTA FE INTERCONTINENTAL

198 State Road 592, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87506, U.S.A.
Tel.: (505) 946-5700 / Fax: (505) 946-5888
Santa Fe Municipal Airport: 20 min.
Albuquerque International Airport: 75 min.
Reservation:
Tel.: (505) 946-5781
E-mail: res.santafe@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/santafe
facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortRanchoEncantadoSantaFe
twitter.com/FSSantaFe

CONTEMPORARY, ADOBE-STYLE CASITAS, EACH WITH FIREPLACE AND PRIVATE TERRACE
ECLECTIC HEALING-ARTS SPA
WORLD-CLASS SANTA FE OPERA
SANTA FE FROM MARKET
HOT-AIR BALLOON FLIGHTS NEARBY
SPECTACULAR HIKING TRAILS ADJACENT TO THE RESORT
COUNTRY’S THIRD-LARGEST ART MARKET

SANTA FE INTERCONTINENTAL
Reach for the sun and stars at Four Seasons Resort Scottsdale – where a constellation chart replaces chocolates at turn-down. Join an astronomer for complimentary Thursday stargazing. Stargaze on your patio with the high-powered telescope in every suite, beside the glow of your fireplace, or wish on stars from your plunge pool. Couples love our in-casita moonlight massage. Travelling with family? Ask our Concierge to arrange a night-vision tour of the Sonoran Desert, one of the lushest in the world, in a Hummer. By day, hike through our grounds to Pinnacle Peak nature centre. Towering saguaro cacti point to the sky. Or thrill to unique desert golf at Troon North, while Kids for All Seasons excites young minds about local Native American culture. As the sun sets over Pinnacle Peak, sip margaritas at ONYX lounge, high above amazing views.

FOUR SEASONS RESORT SCOTTSDALE AT TROON NORTH
10900 East Crescent Moon Drive
Scottsdale, Arizona 85262-8342, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (480) 515-5700 / Fax: 1 (480) 515-5599
Scottsdale Municipal (20 min.)
Private: Sky Harbor International (40 min.)

Reservations
Canada / U.S.A.: 1 (888) 207-9696 / Fax: 1 (480) 513-5585
E-mail: res.scottsdale@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/scottsdale

facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortScottsdale
twitter.com/FSScottsdale
instagram.com/fsscottsdale

SCOTTSDALE
AT TROON NORTH

Seattle

Four storeys up at Four Seasons Hotel Seattle is a chic, year-round destination for urban sun seekers and urbane water lovers: the city’s only infinity-edge hotel pool. In its heated water, linger at the vanishing edge, taking in views that spill into Elliott Bay. In summer, enjoy a resort-style escape, with lounge chairs and al fresco dining at the poolside grill. Lounge on the deck with complimentary frozen treats, a chilled towel or Evian spritz. At sunset, sip a Market Mojito, with fresh fruit from nearby Pike Place Market, or choose a Washington Cabernet Sauvignon or Chardonnay crafted a short drive away. Watch ferries glide towards Bainbridge Island and the Seattle Great Wheel spin, all steps from the Hotel’s waterfront downtown location. In fall or winter, chat over drinks by the blazing fire.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL SEATTLE
99 Union Street, Seattle, Washington 98101, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (206) 749-7000 / Fax: 1 (206) 749-7099
Seattle-Tacoma International (25 min.)

Reservations
Tel.: 1 (206) 749-7000
E-mail: reservations.sea@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/seattle

facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelSeattle
twitter.com/FSSeattle
instagram.com/fsseattle

SEATTLE

OUTDOOR INFINITY POOL
INSPIRING COLLECTION OF PNW ART
RELAXING URBAN SPA
MOUNTAIN AND WATER VIEWS
FRESH, PACIFIC NORTHWEST CUISINE
ONE BLOCK FROM PIKE PLACE MARKET

SEE RESIDENCES SECTION
ST. LOUIS

Stretching up, over and down the edges of Four Seasons Hotel St. Louis, a ribbon of 500,000 LED lights illuminates the night in 16 million colours. It’s our signature “light box,” inspired by the Hotel’s location at Lumière Place. Lumière is French for “light,” paying homage to the city’s French heritage. And light is a recurring theme at Four Seasons. Even in the spa, phototherapy lighting enhances treatments, with coloured glows gently transitioning from soothing hues to energising tones – or any combination that complements your spa experience. Under the big skies on the pool deck, with its views of the Mississippi River and Gateway Arch, you can even consider a massage in the comfort of your chaise longue. Cooling cucumber for your eyes, a refreshing chilled oshibori towel and lavender aromatherapy ensure your other senses feel equally enlightened.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL ST. LOUIS
999 North Second Street, St. Louis, Missouri 63102, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (314) 881-5800 / Fax: 1 (314) 881-5700
 Lambert-St. Louis International 20 min.
Reservations
Toll-free in Canada / U.S.A.: 1 (314) 881-5800 / Fax: 1 (314) 881-5700
E-mail: res.stlouis@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/stlouis
Twitter.com/FSStlouis
Instagram.com/fsstlouis

SURFSIDE, FLORIDA

The Surf Club

A posh beach hotel that played host to Hollywood and royals in the 1930s, Four Seasons Hotel at The Surf Club, Surfside, Florida sits on 1,000 feet of pristine beach with direct access to the Atlantic Ocean. An oasis for Elizabeth Taylor, Frank Sinatra and Winston Churchill, the Hotel is minutes from the Bal Harbour shopping district and the sights and sounds of Miami Beach. Designed by Pritzker Prize-winning architect Richard Meier, in collaboration with architect Kobi Karp, and with interior design by Joseph Dirand, the Hotel features eight acres of oceanfront palm trees and gardens, four heated swimming pools and an expansive spa that will help you embrace the sun, sand, sea and sky in a setting that is both contemporary and timeless.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL AT THE SURF CLUB, SURFSIDE, FLORIDA
901 1 Collins Avenue, Surfside, Florida 33154 U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (305) 381-3333
Miami International 40 min.
Reservations
E-mail: reservations.mfl@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/surfside
Twitter.com/FSSurfside
Instagram.com/fssurfside
VAIL

There is no off season at Four Seasons Resort Vail. As blankets of snow give way to fields of wildflowers, the trails become a mountain-biking paradise. Or you can skip the lifts and trails entirely for a day of rock climbing. Vail’s alpine meadows and spruce forests offer hikers sightings of black bears, bighorn sheep, elk – or kaleidoscopes of wildflowers in the nearby Nature Center. “There are so many ways to see Vail – on foot or horseback, from the back seat of a Hummer truck, while paddling down a river, or from the basket of a hot-air balloon,” suggests Mark Herron, General Manager. We can easily arrange it all before you arrive: Fly-fishing lessons, whitewater rafting, sporting clay shooting – even your hiking boots and binoculars. Then, do anything but sit back and enjoy Vail’s great outdoors.

FOUR SEASONS RESORT AND RESIDENCES VAIL
One Vail Road, Vail, Colorado 81657, U.S.A.
Tel.: 1 (970) 477-8600 / Fax: 1 (970) 477-8666
✈ Denver International: 2 hrs.
✈ Vail/Eagle County: 37 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 1 (970) 477-3281 / Fax: 1 (970) 477-3883
E-mail: vail@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/vail
facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortVail
twitter.com/FSVail
instagram.com/fsvail

TORONTO

A posh enclave favoured by Hollywood elite during the Toronto International Film Festival, Yorkville is all about star power. In the 1960s, famous musicians get their start in coffee houses on leafy streets that, today, are home to a galaxy of restaurants, shops and galleries. Luxury retailers line nearby Bloor Street, with trendy boutiques around the corner. Minutes away are the Royal Ontario Museum’s famed dinosaur exhibit, Frank Gehry-designed Art Gallery of Ontario, and ballet or opera at the Four Seasons Centre for the Performing Arts. Glamour radiates at the hotel, too, in Toronto’s largest luxury hotel spa and the culinary magic of international restaurateur and chef Daniel Boulud. Your first stop should be our savvy concierge desk. Then prepare to sparkle.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL TORONTO
60 Yorkville Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M4W 0A4 Canada
Tel.: 1 (416) 964-0411 / Fax: 1 (416) 964-2301
Luxury B. Pearson International 25 Int.
Reservations
Tel.: 1 (416) 964-0411
E-mail: reservations@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/toronto
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelToronto
twitter.com/FSToronto
instagram.com/fstoronto

FOUR SEASONS RESORT AND RESIDENCES TORONTO
60 Yorkville Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M4W 0A4 Canada
Tel.: 1 (416) 964-0411 / Fax: 1 (416) 964-2301
Luxury B. Pearson International 25 Int.
Reservations
Tel.: 1 (416) 964-0411
E-mail: res.toronto@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/toronto
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelToronto
twitter.com/FSToronto
instagram.com/fstoronto

WHITWATER RAFTING
OUTDOOR FESTIVALS
GOLF AT RED SKY RANCH
GOLF CLUB
MOUNTAIN BIKING ON VAIL MOUNTAIN
SEE RESIDENCES SECTION

DINING AT CAFÉ BOULUD
AND DBAR
LARGEST LUXURY HOTEL SPA
IN THE CITY
PREMIER SHOPPING NEARBY
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN
BUSINESS DISTRICT
FACILITIES NEAR FROM
MUSEUMS AND ART GALLERIES
INTERNATIONAL CULINARY
DRINKING IN THE CITY
GLASS-ENCLOSED Event ROOMS
SEE RESIDENCES SECTION

SEE RESIDENCES SECTION
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FACILITIES NEAR FROM
MUSEUMS AND ART GALLERIES
INTERNATIONAL CULINARY
DRINKING IN THE CITY
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SEE RESIDENCES SECTION
For four decades, Four Seasons Hotel Vancouver has been renowned for its spacious guest rooms. Now it enjoys a reputation for something tiny: its carbon footprint, one of the smallest of any luxury hotel. To see this in action, flick a light switch. That welcoming glow comes from energy-efficient bulbs, some with a lifespan of 40 years. Even our complimentary newspapers arrive in eco-chic bags. Executive Chef Ned Bell is local, too, born in BC’s Okanagan Valley. His “globally inspired, locally created” cuisine is one of many reasons why Four Seasons Hotel Vancouver is one of the few hotels to receive the highest possible rating for environmental and social stewardship.

WASHINGTON, DC
At the nearby White House, administrations come and go. Fortunately for guests of Four Seasons Hotel Washington, DC, Concierges have no term limits. For 36 years, Chief Concierge Javier Loureiro has fielded thousands of requests, some more memorable than others. One guest wished to tour the District on his motorcycle, garaged on the West Coast. Loureiro had it taken apart, shipped and then reassembled in DC. He coordinated another guest’s relocation from DC to Kuwait. Sometimes, guests turn to Loureiro long after their stay. One Middle Eastern client requested Loureiro’s help in arranging an around-the-world itinerary for his newly married brother. On the honeymoon, a problem arose in Hawaii. Rather than call the front desk there, the groom phoned his brother in the Middle East, who reached out to Loureiro. The situation was rectified immediately.
WHISTLER

It takes an atlas to catalogue the runs of Whistler-Blackcomb's vast terrain. Still, the list of trails pales in comparison to Sidecut's compendium of dry rubs, with seven house-made rubs on the restaurant's menu. For groups of eight to 16 people, Sidecut offers an hour-long blending session under the guidance of our chefs, and full access to our wall of hand-dried spices. Find the perfect match for your taste buds, name your signature recipe and receive a bottle of your rub to take home. But first, enjoy your unique blend at Sidecut and give your dining companion a case of "entrée envy"—even if you both order the bone-in braised bison short ribs or Lois Lake steelhead trout.
Located in the heart of the city, Al Maryah Island is the area’s commercial, leisure and entertainment hub, a pedestrian-friendly epicentre of activity. Designated as the international financial centre of Abu Dhabi, the new Abu Dhabi Global Market square is surrounded by waterfront promenades and a landscaped public area, as well as premier dining and shopping. Four Seasons Hotel Abu Dhabi at Al Maryah Island boasts a world-class business centre complemented by the premium luxury and level of service guests expect from Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts. The waterfront Hotel’s 200 guest rooms feature striking architectural details and breathtaking views of the city. With six diverse dining experiences and fully serviced private Residences, the Hotel is the preferred address of business and leisure travellers.

OPENING IN 2016
VIEW OF AL MARYAH ISLAND’S WATERFRONT PROMENADE
CENTRAL LOCATION ADJACENT TO THE ABU DHABI GLOBAL MARKET SQUARE
FULL-SERVICE SPA AND FITNESS FACILITIES
POOLSIDE RESTAURANT AND BAR OVERLOOKING THE SEA
ALSO HOME TO 72 PRIVATE RESIDENCES AND 52 LEASED APARTMENTS

FOUR SEASONS ABU DHABI AT AL MARYAH ISLAND
Reservations
Tel: 8000 65 0561
AMMAN
Open since 2002, Four Seasons Hotel Amman is a preferred address for business as well as leisure travellers, with the highly personalized, anticipatory service that Four Seasons guests expect. Located between the prestigious Al Sweifiyah residential area and the Shmeisani financial district, the five-star Hotel is a crown jewel in the heart of Jordan’s bustling capital city. Set atop the highest of Amman’s seven hills, the 15-storey luxury Hotel offers 192 of Amman’s largest hotel guest rooms and suites, each with a panoramic city view. Dedicated to continual innovation, Four Seasons Hotel Amman boasts diverse dining outlets pursuing the highest culinary standards; meeting rooms and conference spaces that readily adapt to business needs; and a lavish Spa with a heated indoor pool and outdoor rooftop pool.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL AMMAN, JORDAN
5th Circle, Al-Kindi Street, Jabal Amman, Amman, Jordan
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 282944, Amman 11186, Jordan
Tel.: 962 (6) 550-5555 / Fax: 962 (6) 550-5556
Queen Alia International: 30 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 962 (6) 550-5555
E-mail: reservations.amman@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/amman
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelAmman
twitter.com/FSAmman
instagram.com/FSAmman

ALEXANDRIA AT SAN STEFANO
Founded by Alexander the Great in 331 BC, Alexandria was Egypt’s capital for a millennium. When Julius Caesar, and then Mark Antony, wooed Cleopatra, this city near the mouth of the Nile vied with Rome as centre of the universe. Caesar and Antony fell in love with Cleo’s city, too – each making it his home – and waves of conquerors from around the Mediterranean knew its importance. Only a few antiquities stand as evidence of the ancient invaders, and scientists still search for Cleopatra’s lost tomb. However, the cosmopolitan charm that gave the city the epithet “Pearl of the Mediterranean” is clear on every street corner. Share Cleopatra’s view as you laze by the seaside pool at Four Seasons in upscale San Stefano. With a 1,001 Nights treatment in our spa, you might fall in love with Alexandria.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL ALEXANDRIA AT SAN STEFANO, EGYPT
P.O. Box 164, Al Saraya, 399 El Geish Road
San Stefano, Alexandria, Egypt
Tel.: 20 (3) 581-8000 / Fax: 20 (3) 581-8080
Reservations
Tel.: 20 (3) 581-8000
E-mail: realexandria@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/alexandria
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelAlexandria
twitter.com/FSAlexandria
instagram.com/FSAlexandria

FAVOURITE SPA IN EGYPT BY
SPA FINDER
PRIVATE BEACH AND OUTDOOR AND INDOOR POOLS
VIEWS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA
NEAR BIBLIOTHECA ALEXANDRINA
THE CAMEL KIDS’ CLUB
Dazzling City Views
On the Highest of Amman’s Seven Hills
City’s Largest Guest Rooms
Stunningly Elegant Spa
One City Hotel with Squash Courts

Dazzling City Views
On the Highest of Amman’s Seven Hills
City’s Largest Guest Rooms
Stunningly Elegant Spa
One City Hotel with Squash Courts
BAKU

It’s the capital of oil-rich Azerbaijan, but that’s far from the only thing that brings a sense of energy to Baku. With half its population under the age of 30, this cosmopolitan city on the Caspian Sea seems imbued with a youthful, invigorating charge. You can see it in the daring architecture, the world’s hottest nightlife spots, the designer shopping on the waterfront promenade and the thriving restaurants of this UNESCO World Heritage site. Just steps from the 12th-century Old City, our five-star, Beaux-Arts-style hotel upholds a grand tradition of stately residences on its prestigious boulevard. Gather for drinks, dining or international business events that build on the buzz of a landmark setting in a dynamic hub. Give in to the energising pleasures of the penthouse spa, or a swim under sunshine or starlight in our glass-ceiling pool.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL BAKU BAY
Baku Bay P.O. Box 1985, Baku, Kingdom of Azerbaijan
Tel: 994 (12) 111 5500 / Fax: 994 (12) 111 5501
Baku International: 15 min.

BAHRAIN

On the northeastern coast of Manama, the capital city of the Kingdom of Bahrain, is a mixed-use community that is the perfect modern complement to the city’s traditional downtown neighbour- hood. Here, Four Seasons Hotel Bahrain Bay stands as the iconic centrepiece, an unparalleled architectural marvel rising 68 storeys above its own private island. Each of the 273 guest rooms in the uniquely shaped structure offers sweeping views of the Manama skyline or the Arabian Gulf. In the two-storey Sky Bridge, which spans the 50th and 51st floors, meeting rooms and restaurants enhanced by plentiful natural light promise breathtaking vistas of the city below. Promising a resort-style retreat from the bustle of the nearby city, the Hotel is your home base for gaining a new perspective on this burgeoning global destination.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL BAHRAIN BAY
Bahrain Bay, P.O. Box 1669, Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: 973 (1) 71 15000 / Fax: 973 (1) 71 15001
Haydar Aliyev International: 15 min.

PRIVATE ISLAND LOCATION
SEVEN RESTAURANTS AND BARS, INCLUDING TWO RESTAURANTS AND A LOUNGE BY WOLFGANG PUCK
FIVE SWIMMING EXPERIENCES
24-HOUR BUSINESS CENTRE

BEAUS-ARTS ARCHITECTURE
ALMOST ALL ROOMS WITH BALCONIES
DAZZLING VIEWS OF CITY OR CASPIAN SEA
PENTHOUSE SPA
NEAR UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE
CLOSE TO PREMIER SHOPPING
FULL BUSINESS FACILITIES
BUDAPEST

Once an opulent Imperial metropolis, Budapest is Central Europe’s most beautiful city, with architecture from medieval and Baroque to strikingly modern. Gresham Palace, home of Four Seasons Hotel Gresham Palace Budapest, is itself a landmark, restored to its Art Nouveau splendour with the help of a team of visionary restoration artisans. The Hotel is right at the Pest end of the famed Chain Bridge, which straddles the Danube River. Pest’s riverside promenades and side streets let you discover the booming arts scene and café culture that make this romantic city tick. Stroll across to Buda and the Castle District, the city’s oldest, most atmospheric quarter. You’ll pass Margaret Island, the former royal hunting ground, now a setting for festivals and green gardens. Four Seasons puts you in the centre of it all, a city both regal and passionately down to earth.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL GRESHAM PALACE BUDAPEST

Széchenyi István tér 5-6, 1051 Budapest, Hungary
Tel.: 36 (1) 268 6000 / Fax: 36 (1) 268 5000
✈ Liszt Ferenc International: 30 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 36 (1) 268 5555
E-mail: res.budapest@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/budapest
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelBudapest
twitter.com/FSBudapest
instagram.com/FSBudapest

BEIRUT

Not only is The Roof at Four Seasons Hotel Beirut the highest pool deck and lounge in the city, it’s also the most fun. Since opening, this chic 26th-floor lounge – with its unbeatable, almost mythic views – has redefined Beirut’s legendary nightlife scene. Take in the wrap-around mountain, city and Mediterranean Sea views and, as Hotel General Manager Stefan Simkovics says, “Enjoy the feeling of being on top of the world.” Sunsets are intoxicating. As night falls, find yourself under a canopy of stars while choosing from a delightful Asian-inspired tapas menu, from sashimi to dumplings and satays. There’s an impressive selection of classics, vintage wines, signature cocktails and fresh smoothies.

The Roof has an all-week entertainment programme, which is so popular it’s best to reserve ahead. Beirut is again one of the world’s most vibrant destinations, and The Roof is its crown jewel.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL BEIRUT

1418 Professor Wafic Sinno Avenue, 2020-4107 Minet El Hosn, Beirut, Lebanon
Tel.: 961 (1) 761 000 / Fax: 961 (1) 761 1000
✈ Beirut-Rafic Hariri International: 15 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 961 (1) 761 1 1 1
E-mail: reservations.beirut@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/beirut
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelBeirut
twitter.com/FSBeirut
instagram.com/FSBeirut

LANDMARK ART NOUVEAU BUILDING
OUTDOOR TERRACE WITH VIEW OF CASTLE
ROMANTIC VIEWS FROM ALL SUITES
DOWRIZING HUNGARIAN SPA PRODUCTS
THE CITY OF FRANZ LISZT
ENGAGING HISTORICAL CITY TOUR
CITY THERMAL BATH EXPERIENCE

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL GRESHAM PALACE BUDAPEST

Széchenyi István tér 5-6, 1051 Budapest, Hungary
Tel.: 36 (1) 268 6000 / Fax: 36 (1) 268 5000
✈ Liszt Ferenc International: 30 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 36 (1) 268 5555
E-mail: res.budapest@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/budapest
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelBudapest
twitter.com/FSBudapest
instagram.com/FSBudapest
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CAIRO
AT THE FIRST RESIDENCE

The Earl Grey may be piping hot and the dessert menu formidable, but in the Tea Lounge at Four Seasons Hotel Cairo at The First Residence, an architectural feature gets all the attention: the circular stained-glass window known as The Ocular. Designed by local artists, it turns an intense blue with sunlight, taking on a reddish hue as the sun retires. The Ocular is an example of a “rose window,” whose early forms date to Roman times. What makes a rose window? Most experts agree on the defining characteristics: glass segments divided by mullions and tracery. Whether you encounter one at Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris or New York City’s Cathedral of St John the Divine — or over tea at Four Seasons in Cairo — the artistry of a rose window is captivating and sublime.

CAIRO
AT NILE PLAZA

Hotel lobby or art gallery? At Four Seasons Hotel Cairo at Nile Plaza, the lines can blur. The Hotel sits in the heart of Garden City, a district renowned since the early 1900s for exquisite Belle Epoque and Art Deco architecture. Here lived Cairo’s elite, their soirées the talk of society life and their elegant homes showcases for exquisite artworks and artefacts. Today, those refined times are revived as art and society come together once again. At the Hotel, fresh, modern décor is the backdrop for an impressive 200-piece art and sculpture collection. Original works from 25 leading Egyptian artists offer guests rare insight into the wealth of art in Egypt. Guests can enjoy the art collection at Four Seasons Cairo at Nile Plaza either in a guided art tour or at their own pace.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL CAIRO AT NILE PLAZA
1089 Corniche El Nil, P.O. Box 63, Maglis El Shaab, Garden City, 11519, Cairo, Egypt
Tel.: 20 (2) 2791-7000 / Fax: 20 (2) 2791-6900
✈ Cairo International: 45 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 20 (2) 2791-6800 / Fax: 20 (2) 2791-6801
E-mail: res.caironp@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/cairconp
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelCairoNilePlaza
twitter.com/FSCairoNP
instagram.com/FSCairoNP

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL CAIRO AT THE FIRST RESIDENCE
35 Giza Street, P.O. Box 663, El Orman, Giza, Cairo, Egypt 1231
Tel.: 20 (2) 3567-1600 / Fax: 20 (2) 3568-1616
✈ Cairo International: 45 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 20 (2) 3567-2000 / Fax: 20 (2) 3569-3088
E-mail: res.cairofr@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/cairofr
Facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelCairoFirstResidence
Twitter.com/FSCairoFR
Instagram.com/FSCairoFR

SHOPPING MALL
VIEW FROM ALL GUEST ROOMS
KIDS TREATMENTS AT THE SPA
GILDED EMPIRE-STYLE FURNISHINGS

POOLSIDE DINING
SAFARI ON THE NILE
CONTEMPORARY SETTINGS
PEDESTRIAN NILE VENTS
NINE RESTAURANTS AND LOUNGES
RICH HISTORY
PREMIER SHOPPING
DAMASCUS

About the world’s oldest inhabited city, Mark Twain wrote, “To Damascus years are only flitting trifles of time. She measures time not by days and months and years, but by the empires she has seen rise and crumble.” The Telegraph’s Tim Jepson recently called Damascus “ravishing,” and its people “kind, cultured, tolerant, hospitable, courteous and well-educated.” Four Seasons Hotel Damascus is in the heart of this thriving city, named UNESCO’s Arab Capital of Culture in 2008. Explore this extraordinary place where 1,000-year-old palaces set the stage for international pop concerts. If you thirst for more, drive the few hours to Beirut or Amman to soak up all that is new in the old Middle East.

CASABLANCA

For a breath of fresh air, rediscover the glamour and serenity of the White City at Four Seasons Hotel Casablanca, located directly seafront on the vibrant Corniche. Wake up in the morning to savour the beauty of the ocean and the peacefulness of lush gardens from your guest room’s private balcony. Rejuvenate with a signature Spa treatment or simply stroll along the shore as the Atlantic caresses the sand, relaxing as you listen to the gentle sound of the waves. Just a short drive from the Hotel are world-class shopping, the city’s business district and the landmark Hassan II Mosque. Back at the Hotel, indulge in creative dining with culinary delights by Thierry Papillier. Enjoy cocktails poolside or in the Lobby Lounge as you take in spectacular sunset views. It’s a lifestyle like no other in the heart of Casablanca’s coast.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL DAMASCUS
Arfa Place, Boulevard de la Corniche, Ash-Sham, 20100 Damascus, Morocco
Tel.: (9631) 339 1000 / Fax: (9631) 339 7598
Mohammad V International: 45 min.
Reservations:
Tel.: (9631) 339 1000 / Fax: (9631) 339 7598
E-mail: res.damascus@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/damascus
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelDamascus
twitter.com/FSDamascus
instagram.com/FSDamascus

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL CASABLANCA
Anfa Place, Boulevard de la Corniche, Ain Diab, 20050 Casablanca, Morocco
Tel.: (212) 529 073 700 / Fax: (212) 529 073 799
Mohammed V International: 45 min.
Reservations:
Tel.: (212) 529 073 800 / Fax: (212) 529 073 799
E-mail: res.casablanca@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/casablanca
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelCasablanca
twitter.com/FSCasablanca
instagram.com/FSCasablanca
DUBAI

With a prime beachfront location in Dubai’s most exclusive neighbourhood, Four Seasons Resort Dubai at Jumeirah Beach is destined to become the city’s hottest destination for drinking and dining. A total of 10 delectable offerings means your palette will never be far from pleased. Savour market-style international cuisine on the sea-view terrace at Suq. Enjoy modern seafood at Sea Fu restaurant and bar. Visit Shai Salon’s outdoor terrace for lighter fare complemented by tea and coffee, or unwind in the gentlemen’s-club atmosphere of Hendricks Bar with classic cocktails and cigars. In the evening or at night, head to chic Mercury Lounge on the Resort’s sixth-floor rooftop for unmatched views of sea and skyline.

At nearby Restaurant Village, located on the Resort grounds, enjoy four exclusive dining options by world-renowned chefs and dance the night away at a top-floor nightclub.

Doha

A laconium is a dry sauna invented by ancient Romans to relax and ready their soldiers for battle. Less extreme in temperature than a sauna, it gives the full benefits of heat-based treatments: improved blood flow and metabolism, and relief from mental and physical stress. The Roman laconium was usually circular with a domed brass roof that was raised or lowered to adjust the temperature. Though often functional in appearance, some were quite fancy, with blue ceilings and stars to mimic the night sky. Laconium beds are tiled loungers that enhance the experience by radiating ambient heat – perfect places to stretch out (and perhaps fall asleep!). The Spa and Wellness Centre at Four Seasons Hotel Doha features both a laconium and laconium beds. By themselves or combined with other treatments, they’re a great way to relax without going to extremes.
DUBAI
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL CENTRE

In the heart of the prestigious Dubai International Financial Centre, international business travellers will find an oasis of calm at the Four Seasons Hotel Dubai International Financial Centre. Intimate and highly focused, this eight-storey address features 106 guest rooms and suites, welcoming with restful, modern design. A spa, fitness centre and rooftop pool help guests stay at the top of their game, while the rooftop bar offers 360-degree views of the city. The 45-hectare financial centre, a walkable urban enclave, is home to some of the city’s hottest restaurants and galleries, as well as premier shopping, making the Hotel the perfect launching pad for those with meetings in the city.

OPENING IN 2016
SUITES WITH FLOOR-TO-CEILING WINDOWS WITH STUNNING VIEWS OF THE BURJ KHILIFA
SKY BAR OVERLOOKING THE BURJ KHILIFA
ROOFTOP GLASS-WALLED POOL AND CIGAR CLUB
CENTRAL LOCATION

FLORENCE

The grounds of Four Seasons Hotel Firenze are the exclusive Giardino della Gherardesca, one of Florence’s largest private gardens. This Renaissance creation by politician, author and historian Bartolomeo Scala has evolved into a secluded urban sanctuary. Trees that have stood for hundreds of years are testaments to the endurance of the garden and city, and their shade is perfect for a midday nap or stroll. Past lawns, picturesque walkways and ancient statuary, the gardens stretch between the 500-year-old Palazzo della Gherardesca and its Conventino. Both historic buildings house guest rooms and suites, many of which bear original frescos, friezes and reliefs. Views of the Duomo and Florentine rooftops from many areas of the Hotel remind you that you aren’t tucked away in a distant resort, but are steps from bella Firenze.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL FIRENZE
Borgo Pinti, 99, 50121 Firenze, Italy
Tel.: 39 (055) 2626 1 / Fax: 39 (055) 2626 500
✈ Florence, Amerigo Vespucci: 20 min.
✈ Pisa, International Galileo Galilei: 60 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 39 (055) 2626 250
E-mail: res.firenze@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/florence
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelFlorence
twitter.com/FSFlorence
instagram.com/FSFlorence

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL DUBAI
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL CENTRE

In the heart of the prestigious Dubai International Financial Centre, international business travellers will find an oasis of calm at the Four Seasons Hotel Dubai International Financial Centre. Intimate and highly focused, this eight-storey address features 106 guest rooms and suites, welcoming with restful, modern design. A spa, fitness centre and rooftop pool help guests stay at the top of their game, while the rooftop bar offers 360-degree views of the city. The 45-hectare financial centre, a walkable urban enclave, is home to some of the city’s hottest restaurants and galleries, as well as premier shopping, making the Hotel the perfect launching pad for those with meetings in the city.

OPENING IN 2016
SUITES WITH FLOOR-TO-CEILING WINDOWS WITH STUNNING VIEWS OF THE BURJ KHILIFA
SKY BAR OVERLOOKING THE BURJ KHILIFA
ROOFTOP GLASS-WALLED POOL AND CIGAR CLUB
CENTRAL LOCATION

URBAN RESORT HOTEL
SPA WITH NATURAL PRODUCTS
ONE-STAR MICHELIN DINING
HISTORIC LANDMARK
PRIVATE BOTANIC GARDEN
POOL AND RECREATION FACILITIES
YOUR OWN PRIVATE MUSEUM
SEE RESIDENCES SECTION

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL DUBAI
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL CENTRE
Reservations
Tel.: 8000 65 0561
GRAND HOTEL DU CAP-FERRAT, A FOUR SEASONS HOTEL
71 Boulevard du Général De Gaulle, 06230
Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat, France
Tel.: 33 (0) 4 93 76 50 31 / Fax: 33 (0) 4 93 76 50 76
E-mail: reservations.capferrat@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/capferrat
facebook.com/FourSeasonsGrandHotelCapFerrat
twitter.com/FSCapFerrat
instagram.com/FSCapFerrat

GRAND-HÔTEL DU CAP-FERRAT
A pristine enclave on the Côte d’Azur, Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat is an ancient seaside village perched on a peninsula jutting into the Mediterranean. Home to the historic Grand-Hôtel du Cap-Ferrat, A Four Seasons Hotel, the French Riviera’s sun-drenched beaches are set against a wild, rocky landscape, just a short drive from Monaco, Nice and Cannes. Take the glass funicular down the hillside to the legendary Club Dauphin, built in the 1930s and enjoyed by such figures as designer Eileen Gray and artist Jean Cocteau, for a swim in the Olympic-sized seawater swimming pool and enjoy sunset aperitifs and dinners on the terrace.

PREMIER LOCATION
MAGNIFICENT LAKE VIEWS
HISTORIC LANDMARK
PRIVATE DOWNTOWN RESIDENCE FEEL
URBAN SPA RETREAT
BEST ITALIAN GASTRONOMY

DELUXE TERRACE SUITES OPEN TO PRIVATE INFINITY POOLS
STUNNING VIEWS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA
ELEGANT FRENCH CUISINE AT MICHELIN-STARRED LE CAP
OUTDOOR PAVILIONS AT THE AWARD WINNING LE SPA

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL DES BERGUES GENEVA
33, Quai des Bergues, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland
Tel.: 41 (22) 908 70 00 / Fax: 41 (22) 908 74 00
E-mail: reservations.geneva@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/geneva
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelGeneva
twitter.com/FSGeneva
instagram.com/FSGeneva

FRENCH RIVIERA
GRAND-HÔTEL DU CAP-FERRAT

PREMIER LOCATION
MAGNIFICENT LAKE VIEWS
HISTORIC LANDMARK
PRIVATE DOWNTOWN RESIDENCE FEEL
URBAN SPA RETREAT
BEST ITALIAN GASTRONOMY

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL DES BERGUES GENEVA
33, Quai des Bergues, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland
Tel.: 41 (22) 908 70 00 / Fax: 41 (22) 908 74 00
E-mail: reservations.geneva@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/geneva
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelGeneva
twitter.com/FSGeneva
instagram.com/FSGeneva

GENEVA
Even before you arrive, we are preparing for you. And after we’ve met you at the airport and greeted you at our front door, we’ll go out of our way to make you feel at home. For every floor in Four Seasons Hotel des Bergues Geneva, a Guest Personal Assistant acts as your Concierge, butler and guest relations specialist. Believing that Geneva is one of the world’s most amazing cities, she’ll do everything possible to ensure you get the most out of your visit. From ordering your newspaper and handling your transportation to arranging urban activities, recreation in the pristine outdoors, or simply DVDs and colouring books, she is ready with suggestions and skilful handling of every detail. In the process, your stay with us becomes more than a trip; it’s an experience you’ll cherish. She’ll see to that.

PREMIER LOCATION
MAGNIFICENT LAKE VIEWS
HISTORIC LANDMARK
PRIVATE DOWNTOWN RESIDENCE FEEL
URBAN SPA RETREAT
BEST ITALIAN GASTRONOMY

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL DES BERGUES GENEVA
33, Quai des Bergues, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland
Tel.: 41 (22) 908 70 00 / Fax: 41 (22) 908 74 00
E-mail: reservations.geneva@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/geneva
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelGeneva
twitter.com/FSGeneva
instagram.com/FSGeneva

GRAND-HÔTEL DU CAP-FERRAT
A FOUR SEASONS HOTEL
71 Boulevard du Général De Gaulle, 06230
Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat, France
Tel.: 33 (0) 4 93 76 50 31 / Fax: 33 (0) 4 93 76 50 76
E-mail: reservations.capferrat@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/capferrat
facebook.com/FourSeasonsGrandHotelCapFerrat
twitter.com/FSCapFerrat
instagram.com/FSCapFerrat

GENEVA
Even before you arrive, we are preparing for you. And after we’ve met you at the airport and greeted you at our front door, we’ll go out of our way to make you feel at home. For every floor in Four Seasons Hotel des Bergues Geneva, a Guest Personal Assistant acts as your Concierge, butler and guest relations specialist. Believing that Geneva is one of the world’s most amazing cities, she’ll do everything possible to ensure you get the most out of your visit. From ordering your newspaper and handling your transportation to arranging urban activities, recreation in the pristine outdoors, or simply DVDs and colouring books, she is ready with suggestions and skilful handling of every detail. In the process, your stay with us becomes more than a trip; it’s an experience you’ll cherish. She’ll see to that.

PREMIER LOCATION
MAGNIFICENT LAKE VIEWS
HISTORIC LANDMARK
PRIVATE DOWNTOWN RESIDENCE FEEL
URBAN SPA RETREAT
BEST ITALIAN GASTRONOMY

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL DES BERGUES GENEVA
33, Quai des Bergues, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland
Tel.: 41 (22) 908 70 00 / Fax: 41 (22) 908 74 00
E-mail: reservations.geneva@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/geneva
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelGeneva
twitter.com/FSGeneva
instagram.com/FSGeneva

GRAND-HÔTEL DU CAP-FERRAT
A FOUR SEASONS HOTEL
71 Boulevard du Général De Gaulle, 06230
Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat, France
Tel.: 33 (0) 4 93 76 50 31 / Fax: 33 (0) 4 93 76 50 76
E-mail: reservations.capferrat@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/capferrat
facebook.com/FourSeasonsGrandHotelCapFerrat
twitter.com/FSCapFerrat
instagram.com/FSCapFerrat

GENEVA
Even before you arrive, we are preparing for you. And after we’ve met you at the airport and greeted you at our front door, we’ll go out of our way to make you feel at home. For every floor in Four Seasons Hotel des Bergues Geneva, a Guest Personal Assistant acts as your Concierge, butler and guest relations specialist. Believing that Geneva is one of the world’s most amazing cities, she’ll do everything possible to ensure you get the most out of your visit. From ordering your newspaper and handling your transportation to arranging urban activities, recreation in the pristine outdoors, or simply DVDs and colouring books, she is ready with suggestions and skilful handling of every detail. In the process, your stay with us becomes more than a trip; it’s an experience you’ll cherish. She’ll see to that.
HAMPSHIRE

Set within 500 acres of rolling Hampshire downs, Four Seasons Hotel Hampshire is an archetypal Georgian country manor, an hour from London or Southampton. Near its English heritage–listed gardens, swans float on the historic Basingstoke Canal which, in 1798, Sir Henry Mildmay rerouted through the park so the then-working canal wouldn’t disturb his peace. Our guests are the beneficiaries, as they stroll its banisters or lounge on the Hotel’s canal boat. Equestrian facilities house horses and ponies, with trainers on site. Guests can go fishing, play croquet or tennis, and take part in clay pigeon shooting, falconry, dog walking, cycling or country hikes. Top-notch golf is a stone’s throw away. The Estate’s original 18th-century stable block is home to a luxurious spa, 20-metre indoor conservatory swimming pool and outdoor vitality pool, a tranquil source of well-being. This Four Seasons country getaway occupies a niche of its own.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND

Dogmersfield Park, Chalky Lane
Dogmersfield, Hampshire, RG27 8TD, England
Tel.: 44 (1252) 853000 / Fax: 44 (1252) 853010
✈ London Heathrow: 35 min.
✈ London Gatwick: 60 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 44 (1252) 853029
E-mail: res.hampshire@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/hampshire
Facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelHampshire
Twitter.com/FSHampshire
Instagram.com/FSHampshire

ISTANBUL

Connecting the Black Sea and Sea of Marmara, the narrow Strait of Bosphorus laps against the private dock of Four Seasons Hotel Istanbul at the Bosphorus. The world’s second-busiest international shipping lane, it sees traffic of 50,000 vessels annually – from ferries to fishing boats, cruise ships to gargantuan freight barges. Navigating its crowded, swiftly flowing currents requires finesse. Good thing there’s chartered vessel service from Four Seasons via water taxi or private boat. Magical cruises from here showcase old summer palaces, the Rumeli and Anadolu fortresses, private museums like Sabancı, bridges illuminated by night, and, if you’re lucky, a pod of playful dolphins. It may surprise you that dolphins make this bustling waterway their home, but some call them the “street children” of the Bosphorus. Nimble and resourceful, they never cease to delight visitors to Istanbul.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL ISTANBUL AT THE BOSPHORUS

Çırağan Cad. No. 28, 34349 Istanbul, Beşiktaş, Turkey
Tel.: 90 (212) 381 40 00 / Fax: 90 (212) 381 40 10
✈ Atatürk: 45 min.
✈ Sabiha Gökçen: 90 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 90 (212) 381 40 00
E-mail: res.bosphorus@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/bosphorus
Facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelIstanbulBosphorus
Twitter.com/FSBosphorus
Instagram.com/FSBosphorus
ISTANBUL
AT SULTANAHMET

With bread and water in lieu of room service and a stone slab for a bed, a prison cell is far removed from luxury. Yet, a century ago, Four Seasons Hotel Istanbul at Sultanahmet was a prison. In 1919, it was designed as an exemplar of Turkish neoclassical architecture, with pointed arches, ornate tiles and dramatic towers. Its creator, whose portrait appears on the Turkish 20-lira banknote of 2009, was a prominent architect. Famous artists and politicians were numbered among its detainees. A key setting in the 1932 novel "Stamboul Train," the prison stood empty from the late 1960s, except for a stint as a military jail. Four Seasons gave it new life in 1996 – and the rest is history.

JOHANNESBURG

Johannesburg is a vibrant city undergoing an urban revival worth exploring, with cafés and restaurants, designer boutiques and a growing artistic culture throughout its many districts. The Parks remains one of the city’s wealthiest neighbourhoods, with its lush forests, wide winding roads and grand colonial houses. Tucked among these exquisite surroundings, Four Seasons Hotel The Westcliff, Johannesburg, the only hillside hotel in the city, boasts a luxurious allure to match its prestigious location. Most guest rooms at this iconic urban resort overlook nearly 80 kilometres of the world’s largest man-made forest – a welcoming respite from hectic business affairs or busy days spent exploring. It’s the perfect city resort to enjoy after memorable safaris in the region.
LONDON

Four Seasons Hotel London at Canary Wharf

Four Seasons Hotel London at Canary Wharf is located in a revitalised Docklands area full of rich history and buzzing dynamism that has a hip, eclectic appeal. Canary Wharf is delightfully removed from the beaten tourist track, and it’s where you’ll find London’s most unusual and progressive neighbourhoods, with an intermingling of business, one-of-a-kind shopping, markets, entertainment and dining options. Four Seasons has a rare riverfront location with breathtaking, expansive views of the River Thames from a variety of room categories and all suites. Pick up a high-speed catamaran from the adjacent pier to travel through the heart of London and by many of London’s best-known attractions. Fancying a calmer pace? Enjoy the private spa treatment suite and infinity pool located in the Hotel’s garden.

10 MINUTES FROM LONDON CITY AIRPORT AND O2 ARENA
UNIQUE VIEWS FROM PREMIER ROOMS AND SUITES
INDOOR 20-M INFINITY POOL WITH RIVER VIEWS
RIVER-VIEW SPA TREATMENT SUITE
LOCAL MODERN ART GALLERIES
GREENWICH UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE
CLOSE TO BOUTIQUES, BARS AND RESTAURANTS

LISBON

Undulating and eclectic, Lisbon is a collection of bairros (districts) spread across seven hills. To discover its diverse treasures, you need the insight of a local – Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Lisbon Concierge Luís Miguel, a keen guide to the best Lisbon has to offer. Not to be missed is our restaurant, Varanda – and then, myriad sights and delights beyond our doors. No matter how you slice it, Lisbon offers rich diversity: from little houses to sprawling expanses, from Alfama’s cobbled streets to Cascais’ elegant Atlantic Coast. Let us direct you to the rolling plains of Alentejo and deep into the magical Sintra mountains. With Luís Miguel as your source, you won’t overlook Portugal’s most thrilling waves or most refined yachting, the renowned bakery with the undisputed original (and best) custard tarts, or the most vibrant nightlife in all of Lisbon.

ROOFTOP FITNESS CENTRE WITH OUTSIDE RUNNING TRACK
AWARD-WINNING SPA WITH LARGE INDOOR POOL
SHOWCASING PORTUGUESE ART FROM THE 1950S
ACROSS FROM EDUARDO VII PARK
MOST ROOMS WITH VIEWS OVER THE CITY
MOST ROOMS WITH PRIVATE TERRACES

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL RITZ LISBON
Rua Paranhos da Fonseca, 88, Lisboa, 1099-039, Portugal
Tel: 351 (21) 381-0000 / Fax: 351 (21) 383-1983
E-mail: lisbon@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/lisbon
Facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelLisbon
Twitter.com/FSLisbon
Instagram.com/FSLisbon

Portela de Sacavém International: 20 min.
Reservations
Tel: 351 (21) 381-0100 / Fax: 351 (21) 384-3237
E-mail: lisbon@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/lisbon
Facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelLisbon
Twitter.com/FSLisbon
Instagram.com/FSLisbon

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL LONDON AT CANARY WHARF

46 Westferry Circus, Canary Wharf, London, E14 9AR England
Tel: 44 (0) 20 7510-1999 / Fax: 44 (0) 20 7510-1998
London City: 10 min. / London Heathrow: 60 min.
London Gatwick: 90 min.
Reservations
Tel: 44 (0) 20 7510-1999 / Fax: 44 (0) 20 7510-1998
E-mail: lisbon@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/lisbon
Facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelLisbon
Twitter.com/FSLisbon
Instagram.com/FSLisbon

10 MINUTES FROM LONDON CITY AIRPORT AND O2 ARENA
UNIQUE VIEWS FROM PREMIER ROOMS AND SUITES
INDOOR 20-M INFINITY POOL WITH RIVER VIEWS
RIVER-VIEW SPA TREATMENT SUITE
LOCAL MODERN ART GALLERIES
GREENWICH UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE
CLOSE TO BOUTIQUES, BARS AND RESTAURANTS
Upon crossing the threshold of the redesigned Four Seasons Hotel London at Park Lane, one is struck by the dramatic interiors and the “clubby contemporary” effect that is everything a modern hotel strives to be: quietly glamorous, chic and unique. Guest rooms and suites are finished in lacquered woods with polished chrome fittings, and marble fireplaces abound throughout the Hotel. With huge black and white Vogue magazine photographs transforming the guest corridors into an art gallery, and a three-tiered crystal chandelier and a pink piano in the lounge, the theatrical stage is set. It is a place of singular character, yet from foyer to the rooftop spa the look is decidedly British.

**STATE-OF-THE-ART ROOFTOP SPA AND FITNESS CENTRE**
**STUNNING VIEWS FROM SPA AND MANY GUEST ROOMS**
**ENTIRE FLOOR OF SUITES, MOST FEATURING TERRACES**
**ITALIAN-INSPIRED CUISINE WITH GARDEN TERRACE**
**NINE BANQUET AND PRIVATE DINING ROOMS, MOST WITH NATURAL LIGHT**

**FOUR SEASONS HOTEL LONDON AT PARK LANE**
Harrods Place, Park Lane, London, W1J 7DR England
Tel.: 44 (0) 20 7499-0888 / Fax: 44 (0) 20 7495-7895
London City: 50 min. / London Heathrow: 45 min.
London Gatwick: 90 min.
Reservations:
Tel.: 44 (0) 20 7499-0888
E-mail: reservations.london@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/london

**FOUR SEASONS HOTEL LONDON AT TEN TRINITY SQUARE**
Ten Trinity Square, London, EC3N 4AJ England
London City: 30 min. / London Heathrow: 55 min.
London Gatwick: 90 min.
Reservations:
Tel.: 44 (0) 20 7488-6488

In 1922, Prime Minister David Lloyd George opened Ten Trinity Square as the headquarters of the Port of London Authority. Today, the meticulously restored Neoclassical building overlooking the River Thames is home to Four Seasons Hotel London at Ten Trinity Square. Set in the heart of the world’s greatest business and financial centre, with views of the Tower of London, a UNESCO World Heritage site, the Hotel is only a short distance from the city’s most appealing highlights. Catch a world-class performance in exciting West End, or stay in for a meal prepared by a Michelin chef at one of the Hotel’s restaurants. And because the building will also house a private members’ club and the forthcoming Ten Trinity Square, The Residences at Four Seasons, exclusive services and amenities will always be within reach.

**LONDON AT TEN TRINITY SQUARE**

**OPENING LATE 2016**
**HISTORIC LANDMARK**
**THREE DINING EXPERIENCES**
**PRIVATE MEMBERS’ CLUB**
**FULL-SERVICE SPA**
**OVERLOOKS THE RIVER THAMES**

LONDON AT PARK LANE

Upon crossing the threshold of the redesigned Four Seasons Hotel London at Park Lane, one is struck by the dramatic interiors and the “clubby contemporary” effect that is everything a modern hotel strives to be: quietly glamorous, chic and unique. Guest rooms and suites are finished in lacquered woods with polished chrome fittings, and marble fireplaces abound throughout the Hotel. With huge black and white Vogue magazine photographs transforming the guest corridors into an art gallery, and a three-tiered crystal chandelier and a pink piano in the lounge, the theatrical stage is set. It is a place of singular character, yet from foyer to the rooftop spa the look is decidedly British.

**STATE-OF-THE-ART ROOFTOP SPA AND FITNESS CENTRE**
**STUNNING VIEWS FROM SPA AND MANY GUEST ROOMS**
**ENTIRE FLOOR OF SUITES, MOST FEATURING TERRACES**
**ITALIAN-INSPIRED CUISINE WITH GARDEN TERRACE**
**NINE BANQUET AND PRIVATE DINING ROOMS, MOST WITH NATURAL LIGHT**

**FOUR SEASONS HOTEL LONDON AT PARK LANE**
Harrods Place, Park Lane, London, W1J 7DR England
Tel.: 44 (0) 20 7499-0888 / Fax: 44 (0) 20 7495-7895
London City: 50 min. / London Heathrow: 45 min.
London Gatwick: 90 min.
Reservations:
Tel.: 44 (0) 20 7499-0888
E-mail: reservations.london@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/london
**MAURITIUS AT ANAHITA**

The designers of the golf course at Four Seasons Resort Mauritius at Anahita, led by South African golf pro Ernie Els, wanted the course to exist in unity with nature. Each of the 18 holes is cleverly integrated into the landscape, a lush tropical mix of leafy vegetation set off by a crystal-clear lagoon and green-covered mountains. Take advantage of complimentary unlimited golf against a beautiful backdrop of cruising catamarans and swaying palm trees – a view that all guests enjoy. A daily initiation at the driving range offers a relaxed and fun introduction to the game, welcoming any guest who wants to master the perfect swing. Following the sporting action, unwind at the clubhouse with a local rum cocktail and sweeping views of the 18th green and Indian Ocean beyond.

---

**MARRAKECH**

The use of mud and clay in body scrubs and facial masks is hardly new. A visit to Marrakech, however, will show you a different take on this centuries-old beauty treatment. Here, ghassoul is the norm. This reddish-brown natural clay from the Atlas Mountains of eastern Morocco has been used for over 1,400 years by everyone from ancient nobility to commoners. Rich in silica, magnesium and calcium, dry ghassoul is often mixed with essential oils and rose or orange-flower water and used on the face and hair or as an all-over cleansing treatment. It’s also a traditional Moroccan wedding gift, along with henna and milk. Find it at a souk (market) or experience it as part of a couple’s cleansing ritual at our spa. It won’t be long before you become a devotee of this simple, effective beauty staple.
MOSCOW

Occupying a landmark location adjacent to Red Square and the Kremlin, with views of the breathtaking cityscape and the colourful domes and golden spires of St Basil’s Cathedral, Four Seasons Hotel Moscow is a modern replica of the legendary Hotel Moskva, originally opened in 1935. The Hotel’s distinctive silhouette features a central portico with a row of classical columns, framed by two asymmetrical wings. According to legend, each wing was an individual design proposal, submitted to Joseph Stalin with the expectation that he would choose one. However, because Stalin placed his signature in the middle of the page, it was impossible to know which design he had selected. No one wanted to question the leader, so it was decided that both designs would be built – one on the right, one on the left – resulting in the asymmetrical façade, which is immortalised in a line drawing on the label of Russia’s prestigious Stolichnaya vodka.

FIVE DINING OPTIONS

FIVE DINING OPTIONS

CHIC DESTINATION

DAY SPA

IN THE HEART OF MOSCOW’S HISTORIC DISTRICT

MOSCOW

MILAN

In the restaurant world, there’s an art to knowing where to find just the perfect thing. It may be a culinary prize, like the edible fungus called the truffle – an elusive treasure dug from underground lairs and served delectably, while in season, at our La Veranda restaurant. Or it may be something that is literally art itself. On the brick-red walls of our Camino Room and Il Foyer, a popular cocktail and dining destination for the pre- and post-opera crowd, hang framed sketches that one might easily overlook. They’re the work of Filippo Peroni (1809–78), principal set and costume designer at La Scala opera house. Then relax and immerse yourself in the urban Spa designed by the celebrated architect Patricia Urquiola.

FORMER 15TH-CENTURY CONVENT

IN THE HEART OF MILAN’S FASHION DISTRICT

CLOSE TO HISTORICAL SITES AND FINANCIAL HOUSES

DESIGNER FURNITURE SHOPPING

800-M² SPA

ENJOY LA VERANDA RESTAURANT AND THE RENOWNED CUISINE OF CHEF VITO MOLLICA

FIVE DINING OPTIONS

CHIC DESTINATION

DAY SPA

IN THE HEART OF MILAN’S HISTORIC DISTRICT
PARIS
You would think the staff would be used to the amazing sights at Four Seasons Hotel George V, Paris. Every day they pass by exquisite paintings, lovingly restored Flemish tapestries, antique furniture ranging from Art Deco to 18th-century, and numerous objets d’art – some glittering, others lavish, all intriguing. From the rebuilt and restored fireplaces in the salons to the paintings and sculptures on every wall, in every common space, guest room and suite, the Hotel is adorned with wonderful art. The tapestry draws the eye away from the bustle of the streets outside the windows. Each of the staff has a favourite piece in this extraordinary creative treasury – and each loves to see guests discover their own favourites in the Hotel’s collection.

AWARD-WINNING SPA
TWO-STAR MICHELIN DINING
FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS BY JEFF LEATHAM
WINE CELLAR WITH 50,000 BOTTLES
HISTORIC LANDMARK BUILDING

PRAGUE
In Prague’s Old Town, one of the most scenic historic districts in the world, all the important architectural movements of the last 500 years are on display. Intent on celebrating Czech traditions while creating a thoroughly modern hotel, restaurant and event space, we hired Czech architectural practice Dum a Mesto to unite four diverse buildings into a single destination. The result? Incredible, carefully preserved Old World details, with 21st-century convenience, infrastructure and technology. The design of each room reflects the architecture of its building, be it Classical, Renaissance, Baroque or Modern. Our guest room interiors – by renowned French designer Pierre-Yves Rochon – are refined, relaxed and stylish. At this one-of-a-kind hotel that is so attuned to history, you’ll also find a particularly timeless feature: Ours is the only five-star hotel with views of the Prague Castle and Vltava River.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL GEORGE V, PARIS
31, avenue George V, 75008 Paris, France
Tel.: 33 (0) 1 49 52 70 00 / Fax: 33 (0) 1 49 52 70 10
Charles de Gaulle International: 45 min.
✈
Orly International: 40 min.
✈
Reservations
Tel.: 33 (0) 1 49 52 71 00 / Fax: 33 (0) 1 49 52 71 10
E-mail: res.paris@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/paris
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelParis
Instagram.com/FSParis

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL PRAGUE
Veleslavínova 2a/1098, 1 10 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic
Tel.: 420 221 427 000 / Fax: 420 221 426 666
✈ Ruzyne International: 25 min.
✈ Hlavní Nádraží (Main Train Station): 10 min.
✈ Reservations
Tel.: 420 221 427 777 / Fax: 420 221 426 666
E-mail: res.prague@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/prague
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelPrague
Instagram.com/FSPrague
FOUR SEASONS SAFARI LODGE
AT KINGDOM CENTRE
Kingdom Centre, P.O. Box 231000, Riyadh 11321, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Tel.: 966 (11) 211-5000 / Fax: 966 (11) 211-5001
✈ King Khalid International: 25 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 966 (11) 211-5000
E-mail: res.riyadh@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/riyadh
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelRiyadh
twitter.com/FSRiyadh
instagram.com/FSRiyadh

Kingdom Centre is the tallest skyscraper in Saudi Arabia, towering 302 metres. You’ll find Four Seasons Hotel Riyadh occupying the 30th to 50th floors, steps from the shops and eateries of this prestigious and iconic building. The Kingdom Tower, constructed at a cost of $1.77 billion Saudi Arabian riyals (US$1 billion) has been called ‘the necklace’ of the city due to the circular opening at its apex. It is home to the world’s tallest mosque, on the 77th floor, as well as a special ladies-only shopping area on the second floor. High-speed elevators whisk visitors to an observation deck for a dizzying panoramic view of the city. All quite impressive – and not only because the Kingdom Tower is as tall as 65 one-storey homes stacked atop one another.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL RYJADH
AT KINGDOM CENTRE
Kingdom Centre, P.O. Box 231000, Riyadh 11321, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Tel.: 966 (11) 211-5000 / Fax: 966 (11) 211-5001
✈ King Khalid International: 25 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 966 (11) 211-5888
E-mail: res.ryjadh@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/ryjadh
www.facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelRiyadh
www.twitter.com/FSRiyadh
www.instagram.com/FSRiyadh

Completed in 2002, the Kingdom Centre is the tallest skyscraper in Saudi Arabia, towering 302 metres. You’ll find Four Seasons Hotel Riyadh occupying the 30th to 50th floors, steps from the shops and eateries of this prestigious and iconic building. The Kingdom Tower, constructed at a cost of $1.77 billion Saudi Arabian riyals (US$1 billion) has been called ‘the necklace’ of the city due to the circular opening at its apex. It is home to the world’s tallest mosque, on the 77th floor, as well as a special ladies-only shopping area on the second floor. High-speed elevators whisk visitors to an observation deck for a dizzying panoramic view of the city. All quite impressive – and not only because the Kingdom Tower is as tall as 65 one-storey homes stacked atop one another.

Serengeti
Safar Lodge
A safari is an unforgettable item that should be on everyone’s bucket list – and what better place to experience one than in the Serengeti with Four Seasons? Our Safari Lodge is nestled in the wild heart of the Serengeti National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage site – perhaps the most famous national park in the world, featuring the largest migration of plains animals anywhere. The Safari Lodge offers modern conveniences and resort-style recreation, with exciting opportunities to engage with your surroundings. Through our Discovery Centre, learn about the local culture and partake in activities ranging from animal conservation to community service programmes. Take a post-safari dip in our infinity-edge swimming pool with expansive views of the Serengeti and the adjacent watering hole, where elephant families frequently come to play. Experiencing the Serengeti with Four Seasons is a truly unparalleled adventure!
SEYCHELLES

With its tree-bark roof, the dwelling depicted in The Swiss Family Robinson is a far cry from the luxury of the treetop villas at Four Seasons Resort Seychelles, but the architects each took the same approach: using simple, locally sourced materials wherever possible, in a way that complements the incredible natural setting. The interiors of our villas are inspired by rustic Seychellois and French colonial styles. Simple, whitewashed timber slat walls allow the carefully curated collection of objects d’art to sing. The veranda, daybed pavilion and infinity plunge pool set off unencumbered views of tropical greenery, secluded white-sand beaches and the azure waters of the Indian Ocean. With only 67 villas and suites on a 180-hectare site, nestled in the natural amphitheatre of Petite Anse, the Resort is a haven of untouched nature and peaceful isolation.

SECLUDED VILLAS, EACH WITH INFINITY-EDGE PLUNGE POOL
STUNNING HILLSIDE SPA
INCREDIBLE SUNSETS OVER INDIAN OCEAN
NATURAL WHITE-SAND BEACH
YEAR-ROUND WARM CLIMATE
30-MINUTE DRIVE FROM SEYCHELLES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
POOLSIDE AND HILLSIDE RESTAURANTS
SEE RESIDENCES SECTION

SHARM EL SHEIKH

Snorkeling in the Red Sea is an exhilarating rush, with colourful animal life on all sides. Some species are doubly distinguished by the uniqueness of their names. The giant squirrelfish, brilliant red, is easy to sight. The masked butterfly fish has a blue spot near its eye and bristle-like teeth. The teeth of the rusty parrotfish, on the other hand, look like a bird’s beak. These are just a few of the thousands of species that enliven the Red Sea, where diversity is helped along by gentle, regular currents and stable temperatures. You’ll thrive here, too – at our Moorish-inspired resort oasis at the southern tip of the Sinai Peninsula, where lush greenery, swimming, spa, sand-swept landscapes and turquoise views sparkle under year-round sunshine. Join our snorkeling, scuba or diving lessons or expeditions. The water is warm, as is the company.

YEAR-ROUND SUNSHINE
WORLD-CLASS DIVING
FAMILY FOCUS
DIVERSITY OF GARDENS, BISMARCKIA AND SPA
PERSONALISED CARE
INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS
SEE RESIDENCES SECTION

FOUR SEASONS RESORT SHARM EL SHEIKH, EGYPT
1 Four Seasons Boulevard P.O. Box 125 Sharm El Sheikh, South Sinai, Egypt
Tel: (20) (69) 365-2053 / Fax: (20) (69) 365-2050
Cairo Sales Office: Tel: (20) (2) 274-7788
Sharm El Sheik International: 10 min.
Reservations
Tel: (20) (69) 362-1200 / Fax: (20) (69) 362-1162
Email: res.sharmelsheikh@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/sharmelsheikh
Facebook: FoursSeasonsSharmElSheikh
Twitter: @FSSharmElSheikh
Instagram: @FSSharmElSheikh

FOUR SEASONS RESORT SEYCHELLES
Petite Anse, Baie Lazare, P.O. Box 1299 Victoria, Mahé, Seychelles
Tel: (248) 439-3000 / Fax: (248) 439-3001
Seychelles International: 20 min.
Reservations
Tel: (248) 439-3000 / Fax: (248) 439-3001
E-mail: res.seychelles@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/seychelles
Facebook: FoursSeasonsResortSeychelles
Instagram: @FSSeychelles
ST PETERSBURG

Once a residence for Princess Lobanova-Rostovskaya, our 19th-century royal palace becomes your own base in St. Petersburg. This stately building is the work of architect Auguste de Montferrand, assisted by Italian sculptor Paolo Triscorni. It is popularly known as the “House With the Lions,” honouring the two white marble lions guarding its main entrance – a St. Petersburg landmark depicted in period paintings and works of literature, including Alexander Pushkin’s famous 1833 poem, “The Bronze Horseman.” Heritage interiors have all been painstakingly restored to their original 1820 beauty, while newly appointed areas reflect Imperial Russian style. St. Petersburg sparkles with romantic, Doctor Zhivago-like magic in winter, and the city comes alive with vibrant activity in the mild summers. Year-round, your majestic home base is warmly welcoming and relaxing – with its four-level luxury spa, and drinking and dining options fit for modern royalty.
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ASIA / PACIFIC

Bali at Jimbaran Bay

Lauded as the world’s first expansive all-villa property, Four Seasons Resort Bali at Jimbaran Bay continues to set standards with facilities that showcase Indonesia’s cultural abundance. Elevate your culinary confidence with the impressive new Cooking Academy: a state-of-the-art facility that covers pan-Indonesian cuisines under charismatic Balinese native Chef Kris. Retreat to the Healing Village Spa, where nature-inspired therapies pay homage to Bali’s colourful traditions. Or tour the countless shrines, temples and statues that dot the Resort’s beautiful 14-hectare (35-acre) flower and water gardens, cascading down the Jimbaran Bay headland. Down on the beach, Sundara lures a classy crowd with eclectic dining and poolside day beds, while Jimba Club keeps little beach babes entertained with bodyboarding and Balinese kite making.
Bali

There may be no place more beautiful or romantic than Bali – a sanctuary of sacred mountains, cascading waterfalls, lush green rice paddies and almost mystic spirituality. Discover Bali’s purest meditative embrace at Four Seasons Resort Bali at Sayan: an enchanting jungle enclave cocooned in the Ayung River valley. Release technology-induced stresses with laughter yoga and floating meditation. Restore the subtle inner energies with Chakra Ceremonies and river stone massages. And savour the simplicity of rice planting with local farmers. From the gravity-defying heights of the treetop lotus pond to the shady riverside respite of the valley floor, submit to Sayan’s soulful soothing – and fall in love again with life and living.

TREETOP AND RIVERSIDE SUITES AND VILLAS
LOCATED IN A LUSH, PRIVATE VALLEY
SACRED RIVER SPA
TRADITIONAL RIJSTTAFEL AND LOTUS POND DINNERS
JUNGLE TREKS, VILLAGE TOURS, BIKING AND TEMPLE VISITS
CLOSE TO UBUD’S STYLISH BOUTIQUES, ATELIERS, BARS, GALLERIES AND EATERIES

FOUR SEASONS RESORT BALI AT SAYAN
Sayan, Ubud, Bali 80571, Indonesia
Tel.: 62 (361) 977 577 / Fax: 62 (361) 977 588
Ngurah Rai International: 75 min.
Reservations:
Tel.: 62 (361) 701 010 / Fax: 62 (361) 701 023
E-mail: reservations.bali@fourseasons.com

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL BEIJING
48 Liang Ma Qiao Road
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100125, China
Tel.: 86 (10) 5695-8888 / Fax: 86 (10) 5695-8889
Beijing Capital International: 25 min.
Reservations:
Tel.: 86 (10) 5695-8888 / Fax: 86 (10) 5695-8889
E-mail: reservations.beijing@fourseasons.com

BEIJING

Beijing is a fast-changing city and Four Seasons keeps a finger on the pulse of its vibrant underground scene. Wherever there is a door in Beijing, Four Seasons has the key. Four Seasons Hotel Beijing’s exclusive “Explore the City” program shows guests aspects of this exciting metropolis that visitors rarely get to see and uncovers Beijing’s best-kept secrets. From discovering edgy, modern design shops hidden in the winding, ancient hutong alleyways to learning how to whip up a delicious traditional Chinese meal using centuries-old culinary secrets to delving into the intense and compelling contemporary art scene, taking the time to see a different side of Beijing is more than time well spent – it’s an investment, creating extraordinary memories that will last a lifetime.

PRIME LOCATION FOR BUSINESS AND LEISURE
IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE GREAT WALL AND THE CITY’S HIGHLIGHT ATTRACTIONS
COSMOPOLITAN, CHIC FACILITIES
EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED SPA TREATMENTS
LARGE BANQUET SPACE; PERFECT FOR ANY FUNCTION
SEE RESIDENCES SECTION

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL BEIJING
48 Liang Ma Qiao Road
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100125, China
Tel.: 86 (10) 5695-8888 / Fax: 86 (10) 5695-8889
Beijing Capital International: 25 min.
Reservations:
Tel.: 86 (10) 5695-8888 / Fax: 86 (10) 5695-8889
E-mail: reservations.beijing@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/beijing
instagram.com/fsbeijing

BORA BORA

Even before you enter the spa at Four Seasons Resort Bora Bora, you may feel you’ve reached your quotient of peaceful bliss. After all, few things are more soothing to the spirit than stunning South Pacific views, sand-fringed islets enclosing a turquoise lagoon, and one of the most immaculate beaches in French Polynesia. But when it comes to pampering, the splendour of this Tahitian setting is only the warm-up act. Our spa therapists restore mind, body and soul to a heavenly state. Consider our Kahaia Haven Ritual. This unique spa experience, ideal for sharing with a loved one, begins with a skin-smoothing cleansing using legendary Tahitian black pearl powder and fragrant native vanilla. Next comes an exquisite massage of your choice, concluding with a holistic and de-stressing Water and Light Facial. With ancient traditions and Western practices blended for holistic healing, our spa in paradise is the epitome of pampering.

SWIMMING OFF PRIVATE TERRACE IN CRYSTAL-CLEAR LAGOON
VIEWS OF EXOTIC MOUNT OTEMANU
POLYNESIAN-INSPIRED SPA
WATERSIDE DINING WITH OPERATIC SUNSETS
ARRAY OF WATER SPORTS AND ACTIVITIES
WHITE-SAND BEACH
OVERWATER BUNGALOWS AND BEACHFRONT VILLAS
LOCALLY INSPIRED ARCHITECTURE

CHIANG MAI

We can only imagine the rigours involved in the lives of ancient Thai warriors. But after a day of riding elephants, trekking through temples or exploring caves – or exclusive shops – you’ll be glad to know that the warriors’ cure for aches and fatigue awaits you at our serene temple spa. Ytsara Samunprai is a traditional Thai treatment. Created for returning soldiers, it has remained unchanged since the 18th century. Your treatment uses the same aromatic herbs and poultices to open pores, release a deep medicinal heat and relieve every ounce of tension. The transformation begins when you step into our spa, where flowers and herbs from our garden enliven the senses. Surrender to 120 minutes of deep stretches and applied organic poultices, native herbs, spices and aromatic oils created through traditional ritual methods – and to a time-honoured state of bliss.

AWARD-WINNING SPAS
AUTHENTIC THAI SETTING WITH WORKING RICE FIELDS
SURROUNDED BY RICE PADDIES
CHEF’S TABLE AT COOKING SCHOOL
RICE-PLANTING ACTIVITY
WATER BUFFALOES
SPACIOUS RESIDENCE VILLAS WITH PRIVATE POOLS
LOCAL TEMPLES AND MARKETS TO EXPLORE FROM OUR PEACEFUL LOCATION

FOUR SEASONS RESORT BORA BORA
Moa Teatea, BP 47, 98732 Bora Bora, French Polynesia
Tel: (689) 40 603 130 / Fax: (689) 40 603 140
Los Angeles Sales Office: Tel: 1 (310) 587-8975
Pritz International (Teahiti) 45 mins (plane)
Bora Bora Airport (domestic): 15 mins (boat)
Reservation:
Tel: (689) 40 603 130
E-mail: bora.bora@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/borabora
Facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortBoraBora
Twitter.com/FourSeasons
Instagram.com/fourseasonsborabora

FOUR SEASONS RESORT CHIANG MAI, THAILAND
Mae Rim-Samoeng Old Road
Mae Rim, Chiang Mai 50180, Thailand
Tel: 66 (0) 53 238-181 / Fax: 66 (0) 53 238-140
Chiang Mai International: 25 mins.
Reservation:
Tel: 66 (0) 2 207 8900 / Fax: 66 (0) 2 207 8998
E-mail: reservations.thailand@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/chiangmai
Facebook.com/FourSeasonsResortChiangMai
Twitter.com/FSThailand
Instagram.com/fourseasonschiangmai
GOLDEN TRIANGLE
THAILAND

Have no doubt: You’ll be an elephant lover by the time you leave the Golden Triangle. Upon arrival at the camp, you will receive a traditional mahout outfit. First, learn the golden rules of how to behave around elephants, then a few vocal commands, then how to get on and off safely. It’s easy to bond with the elephants. Accompanied by the elephant’s own mahout, get these basics down and prepare for your first ride. Elephant Pang Bounma is especially patient. She waits while her new rider makes several awkward attempts to mount. Finally, she stretches out her foreleg to make a step, and her rider climbs up. The elephants may look mountainous, but these are gentle giants. They’re clever, too. Upon reaching the river, Pang Bounma carries her rider safely across so they can both enjoy a refreshing splash of water.

GUANGZHOU

Guangzhou is Old Canton, charmingly so. Narrow streets, pushcart vendors, and the corner bicycle repairman are still the norm in this city of 15 million people. Guangzhou is also energy and change. Each is vibrantly abundant here and clearly visible in the city’s bold architectural statements. Nowhere are these better represented than in our neighbourhood, Pearl River New City. As you would expect, Four Seasons takes prime position, occupying the top third of the 103-storey IFC Guangzhou, one of the tallest skyscrapers in the world. Views are spectacular from floors 69 to 100, be they the timeless Pearl River by day or the frenetic neon cityscape by night. This is New Guangzhou – in the midst of Old Canton.

FOUR SEASONS TENTED CAMP
GOLDEN TRIANGLE, THAILAND

15 LUXURIOUS SAFARI-STYLE TENTS
PRIVATE ELEPHANT TRAINING AND TREKKING
THREE COUNTRIES TO EXPLORE IN ONE DAY
ROMANTIC DINNER AT THE ELEPHANT CAMP
SUNRISE BREAKFAST AT CAMP PEAK
OPEN AIR SPA FACILITIES IN A JUNGLE VALLEY
UNFORGETTABLE ARRIVAL WITH LONGTAIL BOAT TRANSFER
ALL-INCLUSIVE PACKAGES

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL GUANGZHOU
5 Zhujiang West Road, Pearl River New City
Tianhe District, Guangzhou, China 510623
Tel.: 86 (20) 8883-3888 / Fax: 86 (20) 8883-3889
Guangzhou Baiyun International: 45 min.
Guangzhou East Railway Station: 15 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 86 (20) 8883-3881 / Fax: 86 (20) 8883-3991
E-mail: res.guangzhou@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/guangzhou
instagram.com/fsguangzhou

LIGHT-FILLED TRIUMPH
LIGHT-FILLED TRIPHUM
FLOOR-TO-CEILING WINDOWS
WITH FLOOR DINING
SPA AMONG THE CLOUDS
CONTEMPORARY ART COLLECTION
AVANT-GARDE DESIGN
AUSTRALASIA’S “BEST TALL BUILDING”
CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE

FOUR SEASONS TENTED CAMP
GOLDEN TRIANGLE, THAILAND
P.O. Box 18, Chiang Saen Post Office
Chiang Rai 57150, Thailand
Tel.: 66 (0) 53 910-200 / Fax: 66 (0) 53 652-189
Chiang Rai International: 75 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 66 (0) 2 207 8900 / Fax: 66 (0) 2 207 8998
E-mail: reservations.thailand@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/goldentriangle
facebook.com/FSGarian
instagram.com/fstentedcamp
HANGZHOU
AT WEST LAKE

If there’s one element that encapsulates the Hangzhou experience, it’s Longjing tea. This delicate green tea with multiple health benefits is native to Hangzhou, where it is still produced by hand. We make the precious leaves the centrepiece of many of our amenities. Every day, Longjing is served in traditional fashion in the Lobby Lounge. It also accompanies many a meal at our specialty restaurant, Jin Sha. And as if that weren’t enough, the tea makes its way into our signature spa rituals, too. One involves a soothing soak in 60,000 tea leaves and a jade spring bath. Another uses tea in a black-stone foot wash and an emperor’s tea wrap. And, of course, guests can enjoy a wonderfully relaxing massage with Longjing-infused oil. With so many uses, it’s always teatime at Four Seasons Hotel Hangzhou at West Lake.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL HANGZHOU
AT WEST LAKE
Slingsby Road, Hangzhou 310013, China
Tel.: 86 (571) 8820-6888 / Fax: 86 (571) 8820-2208
Hangzhou Xiaoshan International: 1 hr. 15 min.
Shanghai, Pudong International: 3 hr.
Bullet train: (from Shanghai to Hangzhou) 1 hr.
Reservations
E-mail: reservations.hangzhou@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/hangzhou
JAKARTA

Four Seasons Hotel Jakarta is temporarily closed for a complete renovation. It is being fully transformed to provide guests with the city's most exceptional hotel experience. There is one thing that will not change: Four Seasons will still welcome guests to the same excellent location. Situated in the heart of Jakarta's central business district, the Hotel enjoys easy access to the airport, the convention centre and the new Jakarta International Exhibition and Congress Centre. Even with its proximity to these business amenities and major corporate entities, Four Seasons Hotel Jakarta is an oasis within the CBD. Between meetings, guests can enjoy Jakarta's exceptional dining and shopping opportunities, or embark on a cultural exploration at the renowned National Museum of Indonesia.

KOH SAMUI

Truly romantic evenings are thought to unfold just once in a blue moon, but at Koh Samui, romance comes as reliably and as beautifully as the sunset. While the sun sinks, torches light the way to your private beachside cove for a candlelit dinner for two. The Thai or Western menu includes wines and a glass of Champagne on arrival. Live Thai music inspires your creation of memories to last a lifetime. At evening’s end, release a khom loy – a traditional Thai paper lantern – into the sky to carry your good luck wishes to the moon. Will your romantic bliss be lit by a true blue moon? A blue moon is a second full moon within a single calendar month, a phenomenon that occurs every two and a half years. A more likely lunar connection: You’ll be over the moon with happiness.
LANGKAWI
MALAYSIA

Kilim Karst Geoforest Park is a 550 million-year-old maze of limestone cliffs and tangled mangroves that is home to monkeys and eagles, colourful fiddler crabs, and fish that walk. This ecological wonderland is just minutes from Four Seasons Resort Langkawi – your serene, artfully designed base from which to make a wholesome connection with nature. Cruise into the heart of the threatened forests with our resident naturalists on a Mangroves & Eagles boat safari. Marvel at majestic kites and mischievous macaques in experiences up close and unforgettable. Back at the Resort, further embrace the UNESCO Geopark surroundings with rock climbing and archery beneath the tropical canopy or excursions to waterfalls and sea caves, rainforest-clad peaks and fishing villages. Don't miss the Mangroves & Monkeys cruise for little adventurers – an exciting insight into one of the world's most undervalued ecosystems.

KYOTO
Surrounded by peaceful, lush gardens and historic temples, Four Seasons Hotel Kyoto offers a gateway to the vibrant city. Located in the heart of the scenic Higashiyama district, the Hotel is surrounded by some of the city's best dining and shopping destinations, as well as a thriving arts scene. Explore the pre-modern Japanese and Art/design on display at the Kyoto National Museum, or tour the famed Kiyomizu-Dera temple, one of the historic monuments of ancient Kyoto. The nearby Gion district is one of the most well-known geisha districts in Japan, featuring old wooden buildings, exclusive restaurants and the occasional geisha in zori sandals and exquisitely detailed kimonos. Back at the Hotel, the traditional Japanese tea house—nestled among the Hotel's gardens and designed by master tea house architect Ryo Suke Yamamoto—is a calming oasis amid the hustle and bustle of the modern world.
MACAU

The Cotai Strip – known as Asia’s Las Vegas for its world-class casinos and luxury shopping – may be the last place you expect to find an oasis. But look closer: Four Seasons Hotel Macao, in the heart of the district, is the epitome of resort-style relaxation. Consider the five outdoor pools that draw couples, families and kids to swim and sunbathe in the daytime. As evening draws near, look closer still – poolside – and find a serene world-of-your-own escape. Upon advance request, we’re pleased to arrange a romantic dinner for two, perfectly alone, in your own luxurious, candlelit private cabana. The only people you’ll see are our impeccable waitstaff bringing out each fresh and delectable new course and intuitively filling your wine glasses. Immersed in your intimate culinary oasis-within-an-oasis, you can be forgiven for thinking you have the entire city to yourself.

LIGHT, AIRY AND GRACIOUS ARCHITECTURE WITH CONTEMPORARY TOUCHES
RESORT EXPERIENCE WITH FIVE OUTDOOR POOLS
TWO-STAR MICHELIN DINING
AN URBAN SPA OASIS WITH 14 TREATMENT SUITES
24-HOUR FITNESS CENTRE
THREE- FLOOR LUXURY SHOPPING MALL

MALDIVES AT KUDA HURAA

The Maldives’ warm, pristine waters, consistent year-round swells and deep, flat reefs make the archipelago one of the planet’s best surfing playgrounds — and Kuda Huraa is the perfect place to discover it. Explore the Maldives’ protected surf sanctuaries with Tropicsurf coaches and guides. Let loose on the world-class breaks, like Sultans, that host the annual Four Seasons Maldives Surfing Champions Trophy. Hone your skills with clinics and courses, while beginners as young as 6 years old learn the basics in the Resort’s lagoon. After an exhilarating day of surfing or diving, sail by dhoni to the only spa in the Maldives on its own private isle. Tap into the healing energy of the moon’s phases with a lunar ritual at the Night Spa, a one-of-a-kind experience on a private beach under the starry tropical sky.

RESORT WITH THE CHARM OF A TRADITIONAL MALDIVIAN VILLAGE
JUST 30-MINUTE SPEEDBOAT RIDE FROM MALÉ AIRPORT
PADI FIVE STAR IDC CENTRE AND OVER 30 NEARBY DIVE SITES
INNOVATIVE NATURAL THERAPIES IN THE ISLAND SPA
HOME OF THE ANNUAL SURF CHAMPIONS TROPHY
FOUR OCEANFRONT RESTAURANTS AND UNIQUE PRIVATE DINING
SHARK SAFARIS AND DOLPHIN CRUISES
MARINE DISCOVERY CENTRE WITH TURTLE-REARING POOLS

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL MACAO, COTAI STRIP
Embarcador de Ilha de N. Senhora da Esperança S/N, Taipa, Macau, China
Tel.: (853) 2881-8888 / Fax: (853) 2881-8899
A Macau International 5 min., Maritime Ferry Terminal 5 min.
Reservations:
Tel.: (853) 2881-8881
E-mail: res.macao@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/macau

FOUR SEASONS RESORT MALDIVES AT KUDA HURAA
North Malé Atoll, Republic of Maldives
Tel.: (960) 66 44 888 / Fax: (960) 66 44 900
Malé International 30 min. (speedboat)
Reservations:
Tel.: (960) 66 44 888 / Fax: (960) 66 00 900
E-mail: res.maldives@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/maldiveskh
www.facebook.com/FSMaldives
www.twitter.com/FSMaldives
www.instagram.com/fsmaldives

FOUR SEASONS RESORT MALDIVES AT KUDA HURAA
Four-Mile Reef, South Malé Atoll, Maldives
Tel.: (960) 66 44 888 / Fax: (960) 66 44 900
Malé International 30 min. (speedboat)
Reservations:
Tel.: (960) 66 44 888 / Fax: (960) 66 00 900
E-mail: res.maldives@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/maldiveskh
www.facebook.com/FSResortsMaldives
www.twitter.com/FSMaldives
www.instagram.com/fsmaldives
The waters of the pristine Baa Atoll around Landaa Giraavaru are some of the richest in the Maldives. Miles of delicate coral reefs, schools of colourful fish, majestic manta rays and elusive whale sharks all make their home here. So precious is the habitat that UNESCO has declared it the Indian Ocean’s only World Biosphere Reserve.

Occupying 18 hectares of jungle wilderness within the Reserve, Landaa Giraavaru captivates in unity with the surrounding landscape. The Spa & Ayurvedic Retreat merges natural wellness approaches from Panchakarma to AntiGravity yoga in a sanctuary that spans from the island’s heart to the middle of the lagoon. At the on-site Marine Discovery Centre – one of the country’s leading centres of education and research – you can participate in manta ray research, coral propagation, turtle rehabilitation and fish-breeding programmes to help preserve the majesty of the Maldives for generations to come.

MALDIVES

AT LANDAA GIRAAVARU

The waters of the pristine Baa Atoll around Landaa Giravaru are some of the richest in the Maldives. Miles of delicate coral reefs, schools of colourful fish, majestic manta rays and elusive whale sharks all make their home here. So precious is the habitat that UNESCO has declared it the Indian Ocean’s only World Biosphere Reserve. Occupying 18 hectares of jungle wilderness within the Reserve, Landaa Giravaru captivates in unity with the surrounding landscape. The Spa & Ayurvedic Retreat merges natural wellness approaches from Panchakarma to AntiGravity yoga in a sanctuary that spans from the island’s heart to the middle of the lagoon. At the on-site Marine Discovery Centre – one of the country’s leading centres of education and research – you can participate in manta ray research, coral propagation, turtle rehabilitation and fish-breeding programmes to help preserve the majesty of the Maldives for generations to come.
MUMBAI
Nestled in the business and commercial hub of Worli, Four Seasons Hotel Mumbai brings unparalleled service to one of the city’s most desirable neighbourhoods. The 202 spacious guest rooms and luxury suites offer dramatic views of the Arabian Sea or the Mumbai skyline. The Mansion offers residential style banquet and meeting facilities, with an outdoor lawn, an opulent ballroom and a Cocktail and Dining Lounge – ideal for private dining experiences. On the 34th storey is AER, Mumbai’s most celebrated rooftop bar. The award-winning San-Qi takes guests on a culinary adventure through Japanese, Chinese, Thai and Indian cuisines. Café Prato is ideal for evening soirées and wine dinners. Ayurvedic wisdom meets Western sensibilities in The Spa's eight treatment rooms and Vitality Lounge, a vibrant sensory experience with hydrotherapy and light therapy rituals and an herb-infused Steam Room, Ice Fountain, Cold Mist Showers and Vitality Pool.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL MUMBAI
1/136 Dr. E. Moses Road, Worli, Mumbai-400 018, India
Tel.: 91 (22) 2481 8000 / Fax: 91 (22) 2481 8001
✈ Chhatrapati Shivaji International: 60 min.
✈ Santa Cruz (domestic): 45 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 91 (22) 2481 8888 / Fax: 91 (22) 2481 8899
E-mail: res.mumbai@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/mumbai
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelMumbai
twitter.com/FSMumbai

SEOUL
In no other city does Old World tradition blend so perfectly with the energetic pulse of a modern metropolis. Seoul’s rich South Korean history can be seen in such preserved landmarks as Gyeongbokgung Palace and Bukchon Hanok Village from the Joseon Dynasty, while the dynamic business and shopping centres of Insadong and Myeongdong nod to the city’s reputation as the Capital of Cool. Nestled within Gwanghwamun, in the very heart of the city, is architectural masterpiece Four Seasons Hotel Seoul. The Hotel's seven high-design restaurants and bars are alive with the surrounding city’s energy, while the 317 modern accommodations offer a peaceful sanctuary for guests, complete with floor-to-ceiling windows that overlook impressive views of N Seoul Tower, Cheonggyecheon Stream, Gyeongbokgung Palace and the mountains. Four Seasons Hotel Seoul has officially burst onto the scene in style.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL SEOUL
97 Saemunan-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul, South Korea
Tel.: +82-2-6388-5000 / Fax: +82-40-6388-5700
✈ Incheon International 90 min.
✈ Gimpo Airport 45 min.
Reservations
E-mail: res.seoul@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/seoul
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelSeoul
instagram.com/fsseoul

SEOUL’S FINEST INTERNATIONAL LUXURY HOTEL
THE CITY’S HOTTEST DINING AND ENTERTAINING WITH SEVEN RESTAURANTS AND BARS, EACH SERVING UNIQUE CUISINES FROM AROUND THE WORLD
SEALED FUTURE FITNESS CENTRE WITH INDOOR SWIMMING POOL AND GOLF ZONE
SPA WITH SEVEN TREATMENT ROOMS AND SIGNATURE SPA TREATMENTS INSPIRED BY TRADITIONAL KOREAN THERAPIES
GLAMOROUS, MODERN EVENT SPACES AND PERSONAL PLANNING SPECIALISTS FOR TAILOR-MADE EVENTS
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SEOUL’S FINEST INTERNATIONAL LUXURY HOTEL
THE CITY’S HOTTEST DINING AND ENTERTAINING WITH SEVEN RESTAURANTS AND BARS, EACH SERVING UNIQUE CUISINES FROM AROUND THE WORLD
SEALED FUTURE FITNESS CENTRE WITH INDOOR SWIMMING POOL AND GOLF ZONE
SPA WITH SEVEN TREATMENT ROOMS AND SIGNATURE SPA TREATMENTS INSPIRED BY TRADITIONAL KOREAN THERAPIES
GLAMOROUS, MODERN EVENT SPACES AND PERSONAL PLANNING SPECIALISTS FOR TAILOR-MADE EVENTS
SHANGHAI

A quiet refuge in the city's traditional Puxi district, Four Seasons Hotel Shanghai is at the heart of Shanghai's historic, artistic and cultural centre. Only minutes from shopping, entertainment and business, enjoy contemporary accommodations with an atmosphere of timeless elegance, mirroring this neighbourhood that straddles the ancient and the modern. For an unforgettable experience, join Shanghai’s renowned photographer, Wang Gangfeng, for an exclusive 90-minute walking tour and photography lesson.

IN THE HEART OF PUXI
DOWNTOWN
CLOSE TO SHOPPING, ENTERTAINMENT AND BUSINESS
PRESIDENTIAL SUITE WITH PANORAMIC VIEWS
ON-THE-SPA
FITNESS CENTRE WITH INDOOR POOL
LARGE BANQUET SPACE, PERFECT FOR ANY FUNCTION

SHANGHAI PUDONG

Once known as “the Paris of the East,” today Shanghai rivals even New York in its high-octane energy and business power. In this unstoppable capital of finance, fashion and art, Four Seasons is a distinctive centre of glamour, style and service. The look is fashionably 1930s-inspired, dialled up with an intimately stylish, vibrant ambience to create a modern jewel. The attitude is pure pleasure – from the buzz of all-out fun to the attentively crafted bespoke moments that make your stay here second to none. Savour exquisite Chinese fare at Shang Xi. Join the scene at Camelia, where friends and families gather for all-day dining, or toast your fortunes – and rising stars – under the open sky. When the time comes to slip into somewhere infinitely comfortable, retire to our exclusive spa, FLARE. Its infinity pool, like your guest room, offers dizzying city views.

PUDONG

DAZZLING CITY VIEWS
CUSTOMISED SERVICE LEVELS
EXCITING NEW DINING OPTIONS
OUTDOOR DINING
FLOOR-TO-CEILING VIEWS OF THE CITY
EXCLUSIVE SPA WITH ADVANCED BEAUTY TREATMENTS
À LA CARTE SERVICE LEVELS AND STYLE IN BANQUETS
SEE RESIDENCES SECTION

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL SHANGHAI
500 Weihai Road, Shanghai 200041, China
Tel.: 86 (21) 6256-8888 / Fax: 86 (21) 6256-5678
Hong Qiao: 25 min. / Pudong International: 60 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 86 (21) 6287-1033 / Fax: 86 (21) 6287-1075
E-mail: res.shanghai@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/shanghai
instagram.com/fsshanghai

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL PUDONG, SHANGHAI
210 Century Avenue
Pudong, Shanghai 200120, China
Tel.: 86 (21) 2036-8888 / Fax: 86 (21) 2036-8800
Hong Qiao: 30 min. / Pudong International: 50 min.
Reservations
Tel.: 86 (21) 2036-8888 / Fax: 86 (21) 2036-8800
E-mail: reservations.pud@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/pudong
instagram.com/fspudong
SHENZHEN

In vibrant, metropolitan Shenzhen, China’s economic powerhouse, everything is at hand — and nowhere as graciously as at Four Seasons. A sleek, modern tower, Four Seasons Hotel Shenzhen is situated amid mega-skyscrapers in the heart of the financial and commercial district of Futian, and across from the Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Centre. Experience the excellence in service you need to be at your polished best. Floor-to-ceiling windows provide open views, while contemporary, high-comfort interiors exert their clarifying, decluttering influence on even the busiest of minds. Physical and mental regeneration are on the agenda at the spa, a serene zone of tranquillity, pampering and wellness. Shopping, dining and championship golf draw visitors from bordering regions and from the far reaches of the world — to the bustling hub that is Shenzhen, and to the refined atmosphere of Four Seasons.

SINGAPORE

Over 1,500 time-cherished artworks whisper secret surprises throughout Four Seasons Hotel Singapore, emblematic of the enchanting grandeur and intimacy you’ll experience here. Enjoy impeccable service in luxurious residential comfort and technological conveniences within your spacious room, and savour world-class culinary experiences by our top chefs at the award-winning One-Ninety Wood-Fired Steaks and Seafood or Jiang-Nan Chun. Light up your night with handcrafted cocktails at One-Ninety Bar and Terraza by Javier de las Muelas after conquering the day with the nearby shopping and sights. Rejuvenate your body and soul under the masterly strokes of our therapists at our brand-new Spa, launched in partnership with L’Occitane as its first flagship Spa in Singapore. Reinvigorate at our four tennis courts, 24-hour gym and pool. Finally, experience the latest jewel in the Hotel’s sky-high luxury: an urban oasis on the 20th floor with a pool and bar under the tropical sky, majestic function rooms, and an unforgettable, spectacular city skyline.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL SINGAPORE
190 Orchard Boulevard, Singapore 248646
Tel.: (65) 6734-1110 / Fax: (65) 6733-0682
Changi International: 25 min. away
Tel.: (65) 6301-7305 / Fax: (65) 6733-0669
E-mail: res.fssingapore@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/singapore
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelSingapore
twitter.com/FSSingapore
instagram.com/fssingapore
SINGAPORE

REGENT

Harmony begins outside Regent Singapore (A Four Seasons Hotel) – quite literally, for your approach is graced by a sculpture of that name. The Harmony Fountain by Stephanie Scuris is the perfect marriage of moving water, curved metal and sensitive lighting. The fountain blends in beautifully with the Hotel’s tranquil setting and helps to create an urban oasis. From its position at our entrance, this scintillating sculpture heralds our promise of a balanced and energising environment. The interior of the Hotel plays with notions of indoor and outdoor space by bringing Singapore’s tropical landscape into the light-filled, soaring atrium. Unique interior décor that reflects Southeast Asia’s rich heritage, all 440 guest rooms and suites provide luxuriously spacious accommodations.

ASEAN GREEN HOTEL
MINUTES’ WALK TO SINGAPORE BOTANICAL GARDENS, A UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE
COMPLIMENTARY SMARTPHONE WITH UNLIMITED 3G DATA AND LOCAL/INTERNATIONAL CALLS TO SELECTED DESTINATIONS IN ALL GUEST ROOMS
MANHATTAN BAR — WORLD’S 50 BEST BARS AND TOP 10 BEST INTERNATIONAL HOTEL BAR
FUNCTION VENUES WITH NATURAL DAYLIGHT
REGENT CLUB EXECUTIVE FLOORS WITH DEDICATED LOUNGE

SYDNEY

For the guest who wants an Australian immersion, a stay at Four Seasons Hotel Sydney is the perfect place to start. Get a taste of the land down under at Grain, the Hotel’s artisan bar serving its own bespoke beer, or at restaurateur Mark Best’s Pei Modern, located on the ground floor of the Hotel. The restaurant, founded on the “bistronomie” concept, serves locally sourced seasonal produce and wines. You can also grab a gourmet sandwich by the pool at The Cabana before heading out to enjoy the Sydney Harbour by seaplane, boat or sub-aqua-diving, or on your way to explore The Rocks cultural precinct, shopping and other attractions. The Li’ya Mala Mayi body treatment at the on-property Endota Spa, with its Australian desert salt and aromatic oil exfoliation and mineral mud cocoon, will help you really settle into the destination. When it’s time to turn in for the night, contemporary luxury accommodations await, with views overlooking Sydney’s city skyline, or the mesmerising Sydney Harbour, dotted with Sydney’s crown jewels, the Harbour Bridge and Opera House.

Regent Singapore (A Four Seasons Hotel)

1 Connaught Road, Singapore 249715
Tel.: (65) 6733-8888 / Fax: (65) 6732-8838
Changi International: 30 min.
Reservations:
Tel.: (65) 6725-3088 / Fax: (65) 6738-8931
E-mail: res.rsingapore@fourseasons.com
www.regenthotels.com/en/Singapore
@regentsingapore

Four Seasons Hotel Sydney

199 George Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia
Tel.: 61 (2) 9250-3100 / Fax: 61 (2) 9251-2831
Changi International: 25 min.
Reservations:
Tel.: 61 (2) 9250-3100
E-mail: res.sydney@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/sydney
Facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelSydney
Twitter.com/FSSydney
TOKYO AT MARUNOUCHI

Step into Four Seasons Hotel Marunouchi and be immersed in a unique pairing of art and setting. Chosen by Glenn Pushelberg of renowned design firm Yabu Pushelberg, our wide-ranging permanent collection was selected specifically for its aesthetic interplay with the Hotel’s modern design. The artists represented range from established art world titans to previously undiscovered talents. Feel how the haunting photographs of birds by Israel-born Michal Rovner add stark weightiness to their spatial environment. Note how the black-and-white prints on Thai mulberry paper—the work of Brooklyn-based artists Mike and Doug Starn—advance the Hotel’s experimental photography motif while reinforcing its design and colour schemes. Every day of your stay offers fresh glimpses of this striking collection in settings unlike any gallery you’ve ever visited—and new experiences of a curatorial marriage of art and interiors rivalling museums around the world.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL TOKYO AT MARUNOUCHI

Pacific Century Place Marunouchi, 1-15-1 Marunouchi Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8177, Japan
Tel: 81 (3) 5222-1055
Tokyo Narita International: 60 min. (by train via Narita Express)

Reservations
Tel: 81 (3) 5222-1055
E-mail: res.marunouchi@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/marunouchi
facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelTokyoMarunouchi
Twitter: @FSMarunouchi
instagram.com/fsmarunouchi

CENTRAL LOCATION IN TOKYO
BOUTIQUE STYLE WITH PERSONAL SERVICES
DIRECT ACCESS TO TOKYO STATION
WALKING DISTANCE TO GINZA AND IMPERIAL PALACE
FLATBED SCANNING AND SENDING SERVICES
COMPLIMENTARY USE OF THE SPA AREA
COMPLIMENTARY RENTAL BIKES

TIANJIN

In Tianjin, China’s fourth largest city, architectural reminders of its days as a European colony peacefully coexist with centuries-old temples and the cityscape of modern China. Four Seasons Hotel Tianjin is a short walk from the city’s business district and its concession precincts, where examples of Italian, French, British, German and Spanish architecture are evident. Stroll down quiet tree-lined streets to the Haihe River or the museums and galleries highlighting the city’s culture. Visit Tiantou Palace, one of only three remaining Mau temples in the world, home to the Museum of Tianjin. The city’s heritage is best experienced at Ancient Culture Street, with its century-old Chinese characters. Explore more than 100 shops featuring traditional cuisine, handicrafts, and folk art—a unique window into this modern city’s rich past.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL TIANJIN

138 Chifeng Road, Heping District, Tianjin, China
Tel: 1 (416) 441-4373
Tianjin Binhai International: 40 min.

Reservations
Tel: 1 (416) 5222-1055
E-mail: res.phoenix@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/phoenix
facebook.com/PhoenixHotelTianjin
Twitter: @Phoxian
instagram.com/phoenix

CENTRAL LOCATION IN TIANJIN
ONE OF CHINA’S MOST ARCHITECTURALLY RICH CITIES
DOWNTOWN LOCATION
PREMIER SHOPPING DISTRICT
WALK TO HAIHE RIVER, MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES
CONVENIENT TO AIRPORT AND HIGH-SPEED RAIL EXITS

OPENING IN 2016
**PRIVATE RESIDENCES**

**THE AMERICAS**
- Austin
- Boston
- Boston at One Dalton Street*
- Costa Rica at Peninsula Papagayo
- Denver
- Fort Lauderdale*
- Houston
- Jackson Hole
- Los Angeles*
- Miami
- Nevis, West Indies
- New York Downtown*
- Orlando*
- São Paulo at Parque da Cidade*
- Seattle
- The Surf Club Surfside, Florida*
- Toronto
- Vail
- Whistler

**EUROPE / MIDDLE EAST / AFRICA**
- Abu Dhabi*
- Florence Palazzo Tornabuoni
- Marrakech
- Mauritius at Anahita
- Seychelles
- Sharm El Sheikh
- Ten Trinity Square, London*
- Twenty Grosvenor Square, London*

**ASIA / PACIFIC**
- Beijing
- Bengalaru, India*
- Delhi NCR*
- Hangzhou at West Lake
- Jakarta
- Kuala Lumpur*
- Kyiv*
- Mumbai*
- Shanghai, Pudong
- Tianjin*
- Aviara, North San Diego
- Costa Rica at Peninsula Papagayo
- Florence Palazzo Tornabuoni
- Jackson Hole
- Punta Mita, México
- Scottsdale at Troon North

---

**A RESIDENTIAL LIFESTYLE BY FOUR SEASONS**

The finest in location, design and construction combine for an unrivalled residential ownership experience. Enjoy an atmosphere curated by world-renowned architects and designers as you indulge in effortless luxury living. With services ranging from a Concierge and housekeeping to grocery-stocking, in-Residence dining and catering, you’ll have more time to relax and relish access to exclusive amenities, such as a spa and a fitness centre. Elevate your daily lifestyle, supported by the complete confidence of living with Four Seasons.

Find out more about residential opportunities at residences.fourseasons.com
EXPECT THE EXPERIENCE

Four Seasons Residential Rentals combine the best features of a luxury vacation home with the conveniences of a five-star hotel stay. The result is an unparalleled travel experience in some of the world’s most inspiring destinations. Enjoy complete privacy and exclusivity, additional space, and all the comforts of home, enriched by the legendary services and amenities of an adjoining Four Seasons hotel or resort. Simply bring your dreams of an unforgettable vacation, and Four Seasons will take care of everything else.

YOUR'S TO CALL HOME

For those who crave the ultimate lifestyle, a range of elegant homes, designed and built to exacting Four Seasons standards, are available in sought-after destinations around the world. Enjoy full ownership of Four Seasons Private Residences, a mix of chic urban spaces and laid-back retreats, or pay only for the time you plan to spend in residence at Four Seasons Residence Clubs. Whether you’re searching for your principal address or a secret hideaway, these premium homes are enhanced by complete access to renowned Four Seasons services and amenities.
Four Seasons Gift Cards—You’re destined for the extraordinary. foursseasons.com/giftcard

For any occasion, choose a gift that will surpass even the highest expectations: the opportunity to discover something extraordinary with Four Seasons. Gift Cards are redeemable for overnight stays, dining, spa treatments and more experiences at Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts worldwide. Choose a traditional Gift Card or an e-Gift Card.
Download the Four Seasons App now

Connect with us at foursasons.com